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Executive Summary

This research, sponsored by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey,

involved the development and application of a model of International Gateway

Competition, to be used for purposes of airport demand forecasting and airline strategy

assessment. The model, named ALIGATER (AirLine International Gateway Traffic

Estimator) simulates and finds Nash equilibrium states for competition between a set

profit maximizing airlines. Inputs to the model include airline characteristics, including

network type, gateway location, strength of feed to gateways, and aircraft characteristics;

passenger demand and fare levels between international origins and destinations; and the

specification for a logit model of airline market share. These inputs define the profit

functions of the individual airlines. In the simulation, the profit maximizing set of

transcontinental service frequencies are found for each airline in succession, until the

system converges to an approximate equilibrium state.

The model was applied to the transatlantic route network. A system consisting of

21 airlines, 30 U.S. origins, and 20 European destinations was defined. Aircraft

chara~Xeristics were determined from analyses based on the Official Airline Guide flight

schedules, as well as cost and performance data compiled from a variety of public

sources. Origin-destination traffic was obtained from Boeing Computer Services, and fare

estimates based on yields for U.S. airlines transatlantic services. The simulations focussed

on possible strategies for Pan Am~ and indicated that strengthened feed into New York

could significantly improve its profitability. Establishment of a new gateway in

WashJxtgton is also found to enhance Pan Am’s profitability. However, the impacts of this

measure on the New York Gateway’s transatlantic traffic would be slight. In general, the

results suggest that New York is well positioned to retain its dominant role as a

transatlantic gateway.

ALIGATER is suitable for many other applications, including studies of the

impact of marketing agreements, airport capacity constraints, and various regulatory

reforms. However, the model simpIifies many aspects of airline competition, and must

therefore be used with care if it is to field credible results. Further research, particularly

in the areas of demand response, airline pricing, and air passenger route choice would

yield a substantially improved model
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Problem

Today more than ever, major airports must contend with significant uncertainties

as they endeavor to shape and fulfill their national and regional roles. On the one

hand, continued growth in air traffic has created a widespread need for additional

facilities and the careful allocation of pre-existing ones. On the other hand, increased

competition and other structural changes in the system and the wider economy have

opened the possibility for traffic shifts between airports of an unprecedented scale. To

cope with this new environment effectively, airport planners and managers must

understand the processes that determine airport traffic levels at a greater level of detail

than :has heretofore been necessary.

These needs are particularly pressing for established and potential international

gateways in the U.S. In earlier times, the set of gateways was small and stable, and their

hinterlands well-defined. Since the mid-1970s, the number of airports with direct service

to overseas points in Asia and Europe has stea~y increased. Furthermore, the U.S.

flag airlines providing international service usually do so from points which also serve as

their major connecting hubs. Consequently, the new international gateways not only

reduce the pool of passengers who must rely on some form of connecting service for

international journeys, but also offer strong competition for the pool that remains.

The international situation is made still more complex as a result of technological

developments. Twin-jets, such as the Boeing 767 and Airbus 300 series, offer sufficient

range and engine reliability to serve trans-oceanic markets, and have cost characteristics

that make such service commercially viable. The availability of these smaller (relative

to the 747) aircraft, enables airlines to support international service with lower passenger

volumes, raising prospects for still more U.S. airports becoming gateways, and the

initiation of services to additional overseas points, over the next several years.

The uncertainty deriving from these trends complicates the planning problems

faced by all existing and potential gateway airports. The burden fails most heavily on



the older gateways accustomed to a guaranteed primacy in the international air transport

system. The efforts of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey to plan for the

future of JFK International is a case in point. Prior to deregulation, JFK was

indisputabiy the nation’s premier gateway. In 1976, it handled 36 per cent of all

international passengers, and 60 per cent of the Europe-bound travelers, departing the

U.S. A decade later, these shares had slipped to 29 and 48 per cent respectively.

Undoubtedly, JFK has remained, and wiI1 remain, a major international airport, but it

is equally clear that its domination, particularly of the North Atlantic routes, has been

substantially eroded.

In dealing with this state of affairs, planners must deal not only with the

heightened Ievel of competition for international traffic faced by JFK, but also with the

important role of feed traffic in that competition. To attract such traffic, airlines

coordinate their international flights with connecting banks of domestic ones. This may

require expanded or re-configured facilities. In a highly saturated facility such as JFK,

these needs further comphcate investment and allocation decisions, particularly when they

are confronted in the context of inter-gateway competition.

1.2 Project Scope

The aim of this project was to develop an analytical model that would assist Port

Authority staff in understanding and predicting the networking behavior of international

airlines operating in a competitive environment. The intended uses of the model

include:

General forecasting. The model can be used to forecast future levels of

international connecting traffic flowing through JFK or any other airport of interest,

based on exogenously provided forecasts of passenger demand and service preferences,

airline technology and costs, and gateway locations. At the same time, the model

predicts service frequencies, aircraft types used, and airline financial performance.

Sensitivity Analysis. Many of the assumptions required for the general forecast

described above will be uncertain because of the inherent difficulty of predicting the

future. The model can be used to perform sensitivity analyses in order to identify those

2



assumptions that are most critical, and thus possibly deserving of additional forecasting

resom’ces.

Airport Policy Assessment. Certain inputs to the model are subject to either direct

or indirect Port Authority control. The model can be used to evaluate the traffic

implications of policies that affect those input variables.

Airline Strategy Assessment. AMine decisions concerning gateway locations and

networking strategies are critical determinants of future traffic levels. The model,

through its predictions of airline profit levels, provides a basis for evaluating different

strategies, and thus some indication of their likelihood of adoption.

Within this range of application, the model is potentially of great use to the Port

Authority, or any other airport management agency, in its planning and marketing

activities. Nonetheless, it is important that its capabilities not be oversold. Detailed

discussions of the model’s lim/tations are saved for subsequent chapters, but it is

important at the outset to broadly define its scope. In the most general terms, airline

networking behavior is shaped by two opposing forces. Link economies of scale result

in decreased operating costs per passenger and higher service frequencies as the number

of passengers carried on a transatlantic segment increases. Traffic consolidation, on the

other hand, entails additional costs in the form of extra aircraft miles and travel times,

and is opposed as well by innate passenger preference for non-stop service.

The model is intended to simulate the interplay of these forces, and project the

outcome that would result ff they were given flee reign in an international route system

such as the North Atlantic. In reality, they are never given such free reign. Regulatory

restrictions, resource constraints, management inclinations, organizational inertia, and a

host of short-run economic factors play important, sometimes crucial, roles in shaping

airline route structures. With a few exceptions, these phenomena are beyond the scope

the model discussed here. The utility of the model can be realized only if the analyst

understands this, and thus employs his or her own informed judgement in developing

scenarios and interpreting results.



1.3 Overview of Work Performed

The model presented here is the culmination of a two-phase research effort begun

in 1986. The first phase, which ended in December, 1986, focussed on modeling demand

response to exogenously specified flight schedule changes. The major product of this

activity was a computer spreadsheet modet, called ALIGATER I. In addition to the

model itself, the most important result of the earlier work was that existing data sources,

although deficient in a number of respects, were adequate to support the analysis

required to carry out the project.

The second phase of the project was begun in October, 1987. Its objective was

to provide a new model with four major enhancements over ALIGATER I. First, airline

frequency decisions were to be predicted by the model, rather than merely assumed as

inputs. Second, the model was to address the issue of aircraft type as well as fligh~

frequency and passenger flow. Third, the model was to incorporate competition from

European as well as U.S. gateways. Finally, the allocation of passenger flows among

gateways was to be computed on a market-by-market instead of an aggregate basis.

The work performed in ALIGATER Phase II was divided into four tasks. Task

I involved model definition, including a refined route choice model and a comprehensive

network strategy model. A preliminary specification for the route choice model was

submitted to the Port Authority in November, 1987 and a preliminary specification of the

network strategy model was submitted in March, 1988. These documents served as the

basis for consultations culminating in a meeting at the Port Authority in May, 1988,

during which a general agreement on the scope and function of the model was reached.

Preliminary versions of the ALIGATER program and accompanying User’s Guide were

submitted for Port Authority review beginning in the fall of 1988.

Task II involved the definition of model data requirements to be procured by the

Port Authority, and recommendation of default parameter values when data to support

the development of these values were unavailable. Cost, passenger itinerary, and airline

schedule data were requested from and supplied by the Port Authority, beginning in the

Fall of 1987. The cost data were used to calibrate the airline cost submodel for four

aircraft types. The procedures used are described in Appendix B, Section 2. Delays in

obtaining the passenger itinerary data, as well as the effort required to merge that data
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with schedule data in an appropriate format, prevented rigorous calibration of a

international route choice model. Instead, Phase I results were combined with results

of domestic route choice research to arrive at the recommended route choice parameter

values;. This is discussed in Appendix B, Section 3.

Task III involved model development, including development and coding of

algorithms and development of necessary input data. In practice, this task overlapped

with Task I to a considerable degree, with the exception of the coding. The major

algorithm used in the model is one which finds an airline’s profit-maximizing international

service frequencies. This algorithm in turn requires one which calculates profit, given a

set of such frequencies. Included within the profit algorithm is one which calculates

passenger flow. The main features of these algorithms were summarized in a technical

memorandum submitted in March, 1988. Coding of the algorithms took place over the

summer of 1988.

Task IV included model finalization and delivery. Review of the preliminary

version of the ALIGATER software began in late 1988, and culminated in a on-site

demonstration on January 5-6, 1989. This review also considered a draft illustration of

model use. Subsequent work under Task IV has included requested revisions of the

ALIGATER software and of the illustrative application, and preparation of this report.

1.4 Report Organization

This report is organized into four Chapters, and two Appendices. Chapter 2

describes the model concept, its application to airline networking, and the general

architecture of the computer software developed in the project. Chapter 3 offers an

illustrative model application, documenting the procedures used and interpreting the

results obtained. Chapter 4 offers conclusions and suggestions for further research. An

ALIGATER User’s Guide, and documentation of the parameters selected for the Chapter

3 illustrative application, are included as appendices.
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Chapter 2

The Model

2,1 Introduction

This chapter provides a general description of the model developed in this

research and its computer implementation. It begins by showing the relevance of game

theory to the research problem. Next, it describes the gateway competition "game" that

serves as the basis for the model. Lastly, it overviews the computer software developed

to simuIate the play of the gateway competition game.

2,2 Relevance of Game Theory

From a modeling standpoint, the situation surrounding network development in the

North Atlantic has several outstanding features. First, it involves a multiplicity of

non-cooperating decisionmakers--airlines--whose actions are shaped primarily by economic

self-interest. Second, the decisions made by these agents affect one another° Third, the

airlines, although similar in many respects, have different assets that define the actions

open to them and the way in which these decisions affect their economic performance.

These differentiated assets include route authorities, terminal facilities, and aircraft fleets.

This combination of circumstances suggests the use of game theory as a basis for the

model. In particular, it appears appropriate to portray airline networking behavior as

an n-player, non-cooperative game.

Formally, a game includes four elements. First there is a set of players. Each

player has a set of alternative actions, or "strategy set," and seeks to maximize a payoff

function whose value depends on the actions chosen by each player. Any non-trivial

game has at least two players; because the gateway competition game has more than two,

it is n-player. A game is further defined by rules that describe how each player chooses

its actions. In the gateway competition game, it will be assumed that each player

considers only his own payoff function in making these choices. Games with this feature

are termed non-cooperative. The modeling effort consists of defining and simulating the

"play" of the gateway competition game.
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2.3 Game Definition

It should be clear that the gateway competition game must be a simplification of

reality. Airline competition in the real world is complex and muttifaceted, particularly

in the international arena. The "rules" are complicated by economic regulation,

limitations on airport access, and the varying rates at which different strategic variables

can be adjusted. Further, the objectives of international air carriers involve not only

financial performance, but national prestige and security as well. Finally, airlines interact

not only with each other, but also with a host of other firms and organizations--labor

unions, airport authorities, aircraft manufacturers, industry regulators--whose actions may

play a.n important if not decisive role in determining competitive outcomes.

In order to proceed, it is therefore necessary to make a some simplifying

assumptions. The concepts of game theory defined above--player, strategy set, payoff

function, and rules--provide a framework useful for identifying those simplifications.

2.3.1 Players

The first simplification it to reduce the set of players to a set of airlines. Clearly,

the airlines are the most important agents in determining flight schedules. Although their

decisions may be circumscribed by regulation, and are certainly conditioned by passenger

service preferences and technological factors beyond their control, airlines nonetheiess

retain considerable autonomy with regard to when, where, and how much service is to

be offered.

The airline players are characterized by their gateway configurations, aircraft

characteristics, cost characteristics, and supply constraints. The gateway configuration

defines how the airline can route traffic, including what points it uses as connecting hubs

and which points are connected to its gateways through feeder service. An airline’s

aircraft characteristics include the seating capacity, range, and operating costs of each

type it has available. The cost characteristics are a set of parameters that, when

combined with aircraft operating costs, define the carrier’s total cost structure. Finally,

the supply constraints define the range of services the airline is allowed to offer.



Two generic types of airlines--single-gateway airhnes and double-gateway airlines-

-are considered in the model. The first offers transatlantic flights and feeder services

from its gateway. The gateway may be located in either the U.S. or in Europe. Single

gateway airlines offer two types of routings: direct, non-stop service to passengers

originating at their gateway and one-stop, connecting service to passengers originating

elsewhere. The double-gateway airlines have both a U.S. and a European gateway. They

offer transatlantic flights between the two gateways as well as feeder serv/ce from each.

Double-gateway airlines offer three types of transatlantic routings: non-stop direct

between their gateways, one-stop connecting from either gateway to non-gateway points

on the opposite continent, and two-connecting between non-gateway points on either

continent their European hub and other European points.

The airlines in this game do not have direct counterparts in the real world.

Actual airlines have much more flexibility with regard to routing strategies. However,

in the hub-oriented routing strategies of primary concern to this study, the vast majority

of routings fall into one of the three generic categories considered here. By observing

how the simple, idealized airlines depicted in the game behave and interact, we can gain

an idea of what basic hubbed routing strategies are likely to be most successful for real

airlines, even while admitting that they sometimes employ routings which the analysis

does not consider.

2.3.2 Strategy Set

A second way in which the model is simplified is in the set of decisions the airline

players make. Actual airlines must determine a host of variables, including fares,

routings, flight schedules, and aircraft assignments to name a few. It is not practical to

encompass all of these decisions witb~n a single model. In fact, for the model to be

suffable to a personal computer, it is necessary to dramatically reduce the number of

variables considered.

In ALIGATER, the set of airline strategy variables is restricted to frequencies of

transatlantic segments. To narrow the set of strategy variables in this way, several

assumptions are made. First, it is assumed that the combination of fare competition and

fare regulation equalizes fares in individual OD markets, with the prevailing fare

8



depending primarily on the great circle distance between origin and destination. Second,

freque.ncies on feed links are assumed to depend primarily on the intra-continental

service considerations, and are therefore treated as exogenous inputs. Third, all airlines

are assumed to time their flights to suit local markets requirements, thereby leaving the

quanti, ty of flights as the prime determinant of service attractiveness. Fourth, differences

between connecting and single-plane routings are neglected, eliminating the need to

consider how individual aircraft are routed.

Finally, airlines are assumed to assign aircraft on the basis of range capability and

forecast passenger flow. As detailed below, the passenger flow is forecast from OD

demand levels and relative attractiveness of available routings. The attractiveness of a

routing depends upon transatlantic service frequency, but not upon the aircraft type used

to provide the transatlantic service. Therefore, the aircraft assignment decision is not

made explicitly, but rather is determined implicitly through the service frequency decisions

and the total passenger flows resulting therefrom.

An airline’s decisions concerning transatlantic frequencies are subject to its supply

constraints. For example, an airline must generally set the frequency above some

rain/mum value ff it is to offer any service at all. In some cases, there may also be a

maximum frequency level resulting from regulatory or capacity restrictions. These are

the types of circumstances that the airline supply constraints are intended to represent.

2.3.3 Payoff Function

The final element of the gateway competition game is the payoff function

belonging to each airline competitor. In ALIGATER, an airline’s payoff function is

defined as its profit. An airline’s profit depends upon its aircraft and cost characteristics,

its strategy (i.e. its transatlantic service frequencies), and the strategies of the other

airline players.

To compute an airline’s profit, the following procedure is used:

1. Estimate Share of Each Transatlantic Market

The market share is computed using a logit model. In this type of model, the

market share of airline i, MSi, is given by:

9



MSi = exp(Vi)/~:exp(V),

where the summation in the denominator is over all airlines. The V~’s are called choice

functions, and reflect the relative attractiveness of different service alternatives. In

ALIGATER, the relative attractiveness is assumed to depend on four variables:

¯ Service T.yp__e.. Three types on service, non-stop, one-stop, and two-stop,

are allowed in the model. In general, services with fewer stops are more

attractive.

-~. The greater the circuity of a given service alternative, the less

attractive it is. Circuity is measured as the sum of the great circle distances

along each leg of an itinerary minus the great circle distance between the

origin and destination.

¯ Feed. One- and two-stop services invotve feed service between gateways

and the ultimate origin and/or destination. The quality of the feed may

affect the attractiveness of the service alternative.

.Transatlantic Frequency. The more frequent the service, the greater the

proportion of passengers for whom one of the flights offered will be the most

convenient. Transatlantic flight frequency is therefore a key determinant of service

attractiveness.

2. Estimate Net Transatlantic Revenue

The net revenue, R~, generated in a given transatlantic market by airline i is

simply:

Ri = MSi ¯ D. (F-SC-FCi),

where D is the market demand, and F, SC, and FC are the fare, the passenger service

cost, and the feed cost respectively. In ALIGATER, F and SC depend on the market

distance, and are assumed to be the same for all airlines, while FC~ is a function of the

distance traveled on feeder routes on airline i’s routing.

10



3. Calculate Transatlantic Passenger Flows

The total passenger flow on a transatlantic segment is computed by summing the

number of passengers attracted to each service using that segment. The passengers are

drawn from both the single OD market which is served non-stop by the segment, and

other transatlantic markets for which the segment constitutes a part of a one-stop of two-

stop itinerary.

4. Calculate Transatlantic Aircraft Operating Costs

The cost of serving a transatlantic segment depends upon the segment length,

frequency, total passenger flow, and aircraft cost characteristics. The total passenger flow

is divided by the frequency to obtain the average passengers per aircraft. The average

passengers per aircraft is divided by the maximum allowable load factor to determine the

required seats per aircraft. The required seats is used to determine the type or mix of

types that will be used to provide the service. Cost information for the type or mix of

types is combined with the segment length to calculate the average cost per flight. The

average cost per flight multiplied by the frequency gives the total operating cost.

5. Calculate Cost Correction

These costs depend upon the airline’s cost characteristics, its total number of

transatlantic operations, and its total transatlantic operating costs. The cost correction

may increase or reduce the operating costs calculated in Step 4.

6. Calculate Profit

The profit is the difference between the net revenue obtained in Step 2 and the

corrected cost obtained from Steps 4 and 5.

2.3A Play of the Game

The gateway competition game begins by assigning each competitor airline an

initial strategy, or set of initial transatlantic frequencies. Next, the profit-maximizing

strategy for the first airline, given the current strategies of the other airlines, is found

and assigned in place of the initial strategy. The profit maximizing strategy of the next

11



airline is then found and assigned. A round is completed when all airlines have been

assigned new strategies. Play of the game proceeds for a pre-determined number of

rounds.

Typically, the strategies change less and less with each succeeding round. When

the change is very small, this means that the system is approaching a condition in which

each airline strategy is profit-maximizing, given the strategies of its competitors. This

condition is known as competitive equilibrium. The competitive equilibrium state

depends upon airline characteristics and market variables, and the influence of these

factors can be observed by comparing different equilibria. The main benefit of the

model derives from the insights gained from such comparisons.

2.4 Model Limitations

The ALIGATER software has a number of limitations that should be born in

mind by the user. Because of these limitations, ALIGATER should never be used as

the sote basis for the forecast of airline strategy decisions or of the activity levels that

will result from these decisions. The limitations invoNe the scope of the model,

simplifying assumptions used in the model, and uncertainty concerning the values of

certain inputs used by the model.

2.4.1 Scope

The scope of the ALIGATER II model greatly exceeds that of the ALIGATER

I model. Whereas ALIGATER I predicts passenger flows, ALIGATER II translates the

predicted flows into predictions of airline profit. Whereas ALIGATER I treated flight

supply as exogenous, ALIGATER II predicts it. It is nonetheless important to

understand that some key factors conditioning international airline networking behavior

remain outside the scope of ALIGATER II.

First, the model does not explicitly predict where gateways will be located.

Rather, it predicts the airline performance and traffic flow implications of an exogenously

defined set of gateway locations. These predictions are of considerable use in predicting

where the locations will be, but the latter activity is not itself performed by the program.

12



Second, the model does not predict intra-continentat feed. The ability of an

airline to funnel feed traffic through its gateways is a key determinant of competitive

outcomes, and ALIGATER can be used to explore how changes in this ability may affect

The model cannot, however, be used to predict an airline’s feedsuch outcomes.

capabilities.

Third, the model does not explicitly include strategies involving coordination

between alternative gateways located on the same continent. The airlines considered

in ALJGATER always compete and never cooperate. The user can, however, set feed

values, and constrain frequency values in order to remove the most serious consequences

of this limitation. Examples of procedures for doing so are presented in Chapter 3.

Fourth, fare competition remains outside the scope of the model. Faresetting in

the international a/rime industry is conditioned by regulation and cartelization, as well

as the competitive forces with which ALIGATER is primarily concerned. Fares are

therefbre model inputs rather than model outputs.

Fifth, the model assumes that the total demand in different OD markets is

unaffected by the level of service available. In reality, the level of service may influence

total transatlantic demand (for example, by inducing U.S. citizens to vacation in Europe

rather’ than North America) as well as the destination choices of transatlantic travelers

(for example, by making a vacation in Great Britain logistically easier than one in

Dubrovrtik). An airline service change may therefore affect the total size of different

OD markets as well as the airline’s share of those markets. In this model, however, only

the latter impact is considered.

2.4.2 Simplifying Assumptions

In addition to the restrictions on its scope, ALIGATER is also limited by a

number of simplifying assumptions. The most important of these is that airlines behave

as naive profit-maximizing agents. In other words, each carrier in the model sets its

transallanfic frequencies on the basis of one sole criterion, and furthermore assumes the

strateNes of its competitors to be fixed when making these decisions. Yet, as the model

itself shows, airhne frequency decisions are interdependent. This inconsistency, as well

as the assumption of profit-maximizing behavior, are common features of economic
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models because greater realism can be attained only at the cost of an enormous increase

in complexity.

2.4.3 Uncertain Parameter Values

The model results depend on the market share, cost, and fare parameters

assumed. The basis for the estimates of these parameters used in the sample application

are discussed in Appendix B. Although considerable effort was made to find realistic

values, several shortcomings remain. Most importantly, it was not possible to estimate

a market model of the specific form required by ALIGATER from international data.

The parameters assumed were derived from the Phase I model and from analysis of

domestic market share data. On the cost side, the major problem is failure to consider

interairline differences, especially between U.S. and foreign flag carriers. Similarly, the

assumed fares depend only on distance, whereas actual fares depend on a number of

other factors as well. Finally, all of these parameters values are expected to change over

time, necessitating regular updating to keep ALIGATER current.

2.5 The ALIGATER Software

The architecture of the ALIGATER software is depicted in Exhibit 2-1. The

package consists of two programs. The OD Table Generator takes a raw OD table and

information on the points included in the table and generates a file containing demand,

fare, and distance information for input into the Gateway Competition Simulator. The

simulator consists of a main program and four major components. The input reader is

executed at the begirming of a program run. It identifies, locates, and reads data from

a set of input files containing market data, airline information, and program parameters.

The system update routine calculates market shares, passenger flows, revenues, costs, and

profits for each competing airline. The profit maximization routines determine profit

maximizing strategies for single- and double-gateway airlines. Finally, the report writer

generates a set of reports describing the state of the system at the end of a program run.

One of the reports generated is a listing of airline frequency and feed values at

the conclusion of the rtmo This file can be used to i.titial/ze airline frequencies on a

subsequent run. Thus the output of one ALIGATER run can be used as the input to

another.
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Chapter 3

A Sample Application

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes a illustrative application of the ALIGATER model. The

application assesses different ways in which Pan Am might modify its existing route

system and aircraft fleets. It will show how the model can be used to assess the impacts

of several alternative strategies on the airline itself and on JFK Airport. The exposition

is intended to serve a dual purpose by offering guidance on use of the model while

providing insight into a substantive question that initially motivated this research

undertaking.

The application is intended to be suggestive. As noted previously, the model does

not address all the factors that a real world airline would consider in developing its

strategy. Furthermore, while the inputs used represent the best information that could

be obtained with available resources, their reliability is nonetheless open to question.

Thus, although the analysis presented in this chapter suggests answers to several of the

major questions that motivated the ALIGATER project, those answers should be viewed

as tentative rather than definitive.

The range of application of the ALIGATER model extends considerably beyond

what is included in the illustration. This chapter therefore also includes a discussion of

other uses for the model.

32 Overview of the Approach

This analysis follows a general sequence of steps applicable to a wide range of

questions. The first step is to establish a baseline system. This entails developing an

appropriate set of input files, and then running the model until a reasonably stable,

quasi-equilibrium state is reached. The second step is to define a set of alternative

scenarios. Each scenario is represented by its own set of input flies. In practice, the

flies for the different scenarios wiIl closely resemble each other and the baseline set, so

that the effects of a small m~mber of key variables cart be isolated. Next, the model is

run to identify states of equilibrium corresponding to each alternative scenario. (As
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explained below, the new equilibrium may be either "full" or "partial" depending on

whether all or only some of the airline’s strategies are reoptimized.) The key results

are obtained from comparison of the alternative equilibrium states of the system.

3.3 Establishing the Baseline System

3.3.1 ]Defining Baseline OD Information

In order to establish the baseline system, one must first define the baseline OD

information. This is done by creating a point information file and an OD parameter file,

and obtaining the appropriate itinerary data file.

3.3.1.1 Itinerary Data File

The itinerary data file is aa extract from the U.S. Department of Transportation’s

Databank 1A. The file used here was provided by Boeing Computer Services, and

contains passenger counts for itineraries with a U.S. origin and European destination

extracted from Databank 1A for the 3rd quarter of 1985. To reduce processing costs

and file sizes, the itinerary file excludes itineraries that do not originate from the top 60

U.S. cities or terminate at the top 30 European destinations. While this eliminates a

large number of itineraries, only a small fraction (less than 10%) of passengers are lost.

For fijrther details concerning the contents and format of this file, see the Boeing

Computer Services documentation.

3.3.1.2, Point Information File

The point information file used in this application is shown in Exhibit 3-1.

Detailed explanations of two sample records from the file are provided in Exhibit 3-2.

The point information file defines a system of 30 U.S. origins and 20 European

destinations from a total of 70 U.So codes and 40 European codes appearing as origins

and destinations in the itinerary data file. The number of origins and destinations is less

than the number of codes for three reasons. First, more than one code may refer to the

same origin or destination city. Second, some cities have been aggregated into clusters
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Exhibit 3-2.
Detailed Explanation of Sample Point Information File Records

[1] These are the point description records for the codes NUE and JFtC

[2] Tile location of NUE is 490,03, north latitude, 11°,05, east longitude. JFK’s location
is 400.38, north latitude and 73°,47’ west longitude.

[3] The fare multiplier for these points is 1.00, indicating that the uncorrected base fare
is to be used.

[4] NUE is assigned to the point cluster ’GERCL’ (Germany).
point cluster ’NYC___ ’ (New York City).

JFK is assigned to the

[5] The assigrmaent of NUE is multiple, because the NUE market is essentially distinct
from l~ose of the other points assigned to the cluster. The assignment of JFK is single,
because NYC constitutes essentially a single market.

[i] [2] [3] [4] [5]
NUE 4903 -1105 1.00 GERCL M
JFK 4038 7347 1.00 NYC S
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in order to reduce model run times and computer memory requirements. Third, traffic

originating at (or terminating at) some of the points included in the itinerary data file

is considered as though its origin (destination) is the next downline (previous upline)

point from what is actually listed. The point information file illustrates how each of

these three cases is handled.

When different point codes refer to the same city-, each of the point codes (the

code appearing in the Ieft-hand data field) is assigned the same cluster code (the code

appearing in the next-to-last data field), and the last data field is set to ’S’, indicating

that the cluster is to be treated as a single point. This is the case, for example, for thepoint codes ’CHI’ and ’ORD’, both of which are assigned the cluster code ’CHIm ’. (In

this chapter, underscore characters are used to indicate blank characters.)

When point codes referring to different cities are to be clustered together they are

again assigned the same cluster code, but in this case the Iast data field is set to ’M’,

indicating that there are multiple cities in the cluster. This is the case for Cairo, Tel

Aviv, and Istanbul, which are assigned to the cluster ’MDECL’ (Middle East). Using the

’M’ code in assigning each of the cities to ’MDECL’ will result in the cluster MDE being

treated as though it were three identical yet distinct cities. A hybrid case is also

possible, as exemplified in the case ’GBRCL’. Both ’PIK’ and ’GLA’ refer to Glasgow,

so an’S’ is used in assigning PIK. Glasgow, however, is to be clustered with the city of

Manchester. Therefore the ’M’ assignment code is used for GLA and MAN. The

cluster code ’GBRCU (Great Britain) thus includes three codes but two cities.

The number of points belonging to a cluster matters for two reasons. First, there

is a minimum number of flights that an airline must offer to a cluster ff it is to service

that cluster at all. Unless the user sets these minimum values individually, they are

assigned a default value specified in the parameter file. In assigning the default

minimum frequency for a cluster, the program takes the default value and mult/plies it

by the number of points in the cluster. For example, ff the default minimum frequency

is 5 flights per week, and a cluster has four points, the default minimum frequency will

be 20 flights per week--5 to each point in the cluster. The number of points in a cluster

also affects the market share calculations.
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In practice, The choice of the correct assignment code is not always clear-cut. ’S’

implies that the local market areas associated with the two codes are identical, while ’M’

implies they are completely distinct. In cases where passenger bases overlap but are not

identical, judgement must be used. For example the Baltimore (BWI) market may 

sufficiently distinct from the Washington market to justify an assignment code of ’M’

instead ’S,’ as was used in the example.

In some cases, it is preferable to treat traffic originating from or destined for some

point as though its origin or destination were the next downline or upline point on the

same itinerary. This strategy is appropriate in cases when different scenarios are urdikely

to change routings for a particular origin or destination. In the example, it is used for

origins outside the continental U.S., such Hawaii and Puerto Rico.

3,3.1.30D Parameter File

The OD parameter file shown in Exhibit 3-3 includes information detailing how

the itknerary file and point information files are to be read, the number of days upon

which the passenger count information is based, and the formula to be used in computing

base airline fares.

3.3.1.4 Generation of OD Table File

The point information, OD parameter, and itinerary files were input to the

GATERODG program to obtain the OD table used in the subsequent analysis. A

portion of that file is displayed in Exhibit 3-4. Detailed explanations for three sample

records from that file appear in Exhibit 3-5.

3.3.2 Define Baseline Airlines

The next step in the creation of the baseline scenario is the definition of the

competitor airlines. As discussed in Chapter 2, these airlines are either one-hub or two-

hub carriers. Exhibit 3-6 shows the airline file for the baseline scenario, and Exhibit 3-

7 provides detailed explanations of sample records from that file. Five of the airlines

represent portions of Pan Am’s system, two each are components of TWA, Northwest,

and American, two represent other U.S. carriers, and ten are foreign flag carriers.
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Exhibit 3-3.
Annotated OD Parameter File

[1] The parameter MAXSEGS is set to 4. This is the largest number of segments that
can be included in a single itinerary record.

[2] The parameter NOFDAYS is set to 35. This means that the passenger counts in the
itinerary file reflect 35 days worth of traffic. This number was estimated by comparing
the total passengers accounted for in the itinerary file and comparing it with total U.S.
passenger departures to Europe for the third quarter of 1987.

[3] The parameter FARELIN is set to 0.07, and other fare parameters are set to zero.
The base fare, before any corrections for specific origins and destinations that might
appear in the points information file, is computed as $0.07 times the great circle distance
between the origin and destination, measured in statute miles. This is the "net fare,"
after costs that vary directly with passenger traffic have been excluded. The calculations
used to arrive at this figure are detailed in Appendix B.

O-D parameter file.
First I0 lines not read.

KEY-

I woRD I [vA uE,
MAXSEGS 4 [i]
NOFDAYS 35 [ 2 ]
FARECON 0.0
FARELIN 0.07 [ 3 ]
FAREINV 0.0
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:c, l lo l lolsTl
AMS ATH 1351
AHS ATL 4394
AM$ BCN 771
AMS BOS 3450
AM$’ BRU 98
AMS CH! 4112
AM$; CLE 3914
AM$ CPH 394
AMS CVG 4027
AMS DEN 4815
AMS DFW 4909
AMS DTW 3933
AMS FLACL 4560
AMS FRA 227
AMS F~CL $217
AM~; GBRCL 435
AM$ GERCL 356
iAMS GVA 428
AMS HOU 5008
SLC STL 1154
SLC S~UCL 921
SLC VIE 5554
SLC WAS 1844
SLC ZRH 5339
SN~ STL 3829
SNN SI, tUCL 4414
SNN VIE 1180
SNN WAS 3283
SNN ZRH 852
STL $1~JCL 629
$TL VIE 4974
$TL WAS 716
STL ZRH 4681
S~JCL VIE 5548
S~CL WAS 1271
S~JCL ZRH 5263
VIE WAS 4456
VIE ZRff 397
WAS ZRH 4131

I PAX I IFAREI ITYPE
0 0

71 308
0 0 4 I

395 241 3 I
0 0 4 I

300 288 3 1
118 274 3 I

0 0 4 1
79 282 3 I
132 337 3 I
156 344 3 I
155 275 3 I
391 319 3 5

0 0 4 I
133 365 3 5

0 0 4 3
0 0 4 5
0 0 4 I

115 351 3 I
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 7

10 389 2 I
0 0 I I

38 374 2 I
54 268 3 I
127 309 3 7

0 0 4 I
372 230 3 1

0 0 4 I
0 0 1 7

60 348 2 1
0 0 1 1

37 328 2 I
50 388 2 7

0 0 1 7
109 368 2 7
212 312 3 I

0 0 4 I
368 289 2 I

Exhibit 3-4.
OD Table Extract

I INMKT l
4 1
3 1
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Exhibit 3-5°
Detailed Explanations of Sample OD Table File Records

[1] These records are for the OD markets STL -ZRH , SWUCL-VIE , and
VIE -ZRH

~°

[2] The distances for these markets are 4681, 5548, and 397 statute miles, respectiveiy.
In the case of SWUCL-VIE , this distance is the average between VIE and the seven
points included in the SWUCL cluster.

[3] Total one-way weeny passengers STL -ZRH__ and SWUCL-VIE markets are 37
and 50, respectively. Intracontinental passengers are not considered in the model, so
weekly passengers in the VIE -ZRH market is set to zero.

[4] Net one-way fares in the two transatlantic markets are $328 and $388. Fares in
intracontinental markets are not considered, and therefore set to zero.

[5] The first two markets are type 2, indicating that the first point is in the U.S. and the
second point is in Europe. The third market is type 4, indicating both points are in
Europe.

[6] The STL -ZRH and VIE -ZRH markets each correspond to one actual city-
pair. The SWUCL-VIE market corresponds to 7 actual city-pairs, because the cluster
code SWUCL includes seven different cities.

[i] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
STL ZRH 4681 37 328 2 1
SWUCL VIE 5548 50 388 2 7
VIE ZRH 397 0 0 4 1
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Airline file.
First i0 line not read.

Exhibit 3-6.
Airline Input File

[I] Airline code.
[2] U.S. or only gateway.
[3] European gateway.
[43 Feed cost per pax-mile.
[53 optimization flag.

[i] [2] [3] [4] [5]
PANYC NYC 0.07 1
PA~3N LON 0.07 1
PAFRA FRA 0.07 1
PANYL NYC LON 0.07 1
PANYF NYC FRA 0.07 1
TWNYC NYC 0.07 1
TWSTL STL 0.07 1
AACHI CHI 0.07 1
AADFW DFW 0.07 1
CODEN DEN 0.07 1
NWBOS BOS 0.07 1
NWMSP MSP 0.07 1
DLATL ATL 0.07 1
BRLON LON 0.07 1
BALON LON 0.07 i
AFRAR PAR 0.07 1
LHFRA FRA 0.07 1
SKCPH CPH 0.07 1
AZROM ROM 0.07 1
OAATH ATH 0.07 1
SNBRU BRU 0.07 1
IBMAD MAD 0.07 1

i KLAMSAMS 0.07 1
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Exhibit 3-7.
Detailed Explanations of Airline File Records

[11 The amine names are PANYF and ~S.

[2] PANYF is a double-gateway airline with gateways at NYC
is a single-gateway airline whose gateway is AMS .

[3] Both airlines have a feed cost per passenger-mile of 0.07.

[4] Both airlines are to have their frequencies optimized.

and FRA. KLAMS

[1] [2] [3] [4]
PANYF NYC FRA 0.07 1
14ILAMS AMS 0.07 1
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Pan Am is clearly the most complex of the airlines. It will therefore be used to

illustrate how a real airline may be broken into single-gateway and double-gateway

components. The first of the Pan Am airlines, PANYC, is a single-gateway airline based

at JFK. It corresponds to Pan Am’s strategy of funneling transatlantic passengers from

around the U.S. through New York and then to their final destination in Europe. Pan

Am also offers direct service between other major U.S. cities to London and Frankfurt,

and connecting service through these points to other European destinations. These

portions of Pan Am’s system are represented by PALON and PAFRA. Finally, some

markets are served by two-stop service through the New York and either the London or

Franl~ff-urt gateways. PANYL and PANYF represent these services. Exhibits 3-8A-E

portrays schematically the five Pan Am airlines.

These five component airlines represent most of the major routings available in

Pan ~Mn’s system. Even so, some are excluded. For example, although PALON and

PAFt~ offer service to U.S. gateways, no connecting passengers from other U.S. points

can access Pan Am’s system at these gateways. If such passengers were considered

important (as they once were at Houston, for example), then it would be necessary 

add another Pan Am airline with a second U.S. gateway.

All airhnes are given a feed cost of $0.07 per passenger-mile. This represents a

very :rough estimate the basis for which is discussed in Appendix B.

The third field in each airhne record is set to 1. This indicates that all airlines

are to have their frequencies optimized. This is necessary in the early stages of an

analysis, when the system is presumed to be far from its equilibrium state. Subsequently,

it will often be appropriate to optimize only a subset of airlines whose systems are most

strongly affected by a given scenario.

3.3.3 Defining Aircraft Fleets

Having defined the airlines, the next step is to define their available aircraft. The

file AIRCRAFT.INP is used for this purpose. It is displayed in Exhibit 3-9. A detailed

explanation of sample records is shown in Exhibit 3-10.

Aithough in this example aircraft with the same names but belonging to different

airlines have identical characteristics, in general this is not required. Also, whereas in
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Exhibit 3-9.
Aircraft File

Aircraft file. First 10 lines not read.

S
E COST

AIR- AIR- A COEFFICIENTS
LINE CRAFT T RANGE CONS- LIN- IN-

ICDEI ICDEI ISl ILOI IHII ITNTI IEARI I VERSE I
TWNYC 8747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
TWNYC 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
TWSTL B747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
TW$TL B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
PAWAS B747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
PAWAS B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
PAWAL B747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
PAWAL 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
PAWAF B747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
PAWAF B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
PANYC B747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
PANYC 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
PALON B747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -15627"34
PALON B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
PAFRA B747 411 0 7500 13461 12o43 -1562734
PAFRA B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 "946949
PANYF 8747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562T34
PANYF B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 "946949
PANYL 8747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
PANYL 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
AACHI 8747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
AAC"I 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
AADFW 8747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 "1562734
AADFW 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
CODEN 8747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 "1562734
COOEN 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7o91 "946949
.waos 8747 411 0 7500 13461 12o43 -1562~4

I
NWBOS 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
.WMSP 8747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 "1562~4
HWMSP B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
OLATL 8747 411 0 7500 1346~ 12.43 -~562734
IDLATL B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 "946949
BALON 8747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
BALON 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
BRLON B747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734

iBRLON B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 "946949
IAFPAR B747 411 0 75O0 13461 12.43 -1562734
iAFPAR B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 "946949
LHFRA B747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
LHFRA B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
SKCPH B747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
SKCPH 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
AZROM 8747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
AZR~ 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
OAATH B747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 "1562734
OAJ~TH B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
SNSRU 8747 411 0 750o 13461 12.43 -1562734
SNBRU 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
IBMAO 8747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
IBMAD 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
KLAMS B747 411 0 7500 13461 12.43 -1562734
KLAMS 8767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 "946949
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Exhibit 3-10.
Detailed Descriptions of Sample Aircraft File Records

[1] Each of these aircraft types is being assigned to the airline TWNYC.

[2] The names of the types are B747_ and B767_.

[3] The B747_ aircraft has 411 seats. The B767_ has 193 seats.

[4] The B747 can be assigned to segments of length 0 to 7500 m/des.
assigned to segments of up to 4000 miles.

The B767 can be

[5] Each B747_ flight has a fixed cost of $13461. Each B767
$7368.

flight has a fixed cost of

[6] The cost of a B747__ flight increases $i2.43 for each additional mile flown, while the
cost of a B767_ flight increases $7.91 for each additional mile flown.

[7] A correction factor equal to 1562734 divided by the length of the segment (in miles)
should be subtracted from the sum of the fixed and mileage-varying costs for the B747 .
For the B767_, the correction factor is 946949 divided by the length of the segment.

Ill [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]
TWNYC B747 411 0 7500 13461 12o43 -1562734
TWNYC B767 193 0 4000 7368 7.91 -946949
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this example no more than two aircraft types are assigned to any one airline, as many

as fiw~ types can be. Finally, note that, as the User’s Guide suggests, specified ranges

are multiples of 100 miles and the seating capacities of the aircraft differ by more than

50 seats.

Pan Am, unlike the other airlines, is assigned only 747s in the baseline scenario.

This reflects the fact that it used 747s almost exclusively for transatlantic service during

the baseline period. The impact of adding a smaller aircraft to Pan Am’s fleet will be

studied in a subsequent scenario.

The methodology used to estimate the cost parameters is described in Appendix

B. It should be noted that the specified cost parameters are not valid for short (under

500 mile) segments. This poses no difficulty in the transatlantic context, because no

transatlantic segment between the U.S. and Europe has a distance less than 3000 miles.

3.3.4 Defining Terminal Costs

As explained in the User’s Guide, the program has the capability to adjust airline

costs on the basis of its total number of transatlantic operations. This allows simulation

of cost differentials among airlines and gateways, as welI as congestion effects. No such

adjuslxaents are made in the baseline scenario. Therefore, no terminal cost file is

required.

3.3.5 Defining Baseline Supply

The supply input file, named SUPPLY.INT, is shown in Exhibit 3-11. Sample

records are explained in Exhibit 3-12. The file contains frequency information for those

segments to which the default values defined in the parameter input file (discussed

below) do not apply. In this illustration, the records included in the file indicate either

intrac, ontinental segments on which feed is not available, or transatlantic segments which

a giw~n airline will not be allowed to serve.

Most of the records fall into the former category. For example, the first record

shows that Pan Am does not have feed between London and Athens. The first of the

three numbers on the record sets the feed value for this segment to zero. The second
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Supply file.

First 10 lines not read.

RWBOS CVG 0 O0 O0
N~JBOS DEN 0 O0 O0
NWBOSDFW 0 O0 O0
NWBOSFWUCL 0 O0 O0
NWBOSHOU 0 O0 O0
NWBOSLAX 0 O0 O0
N~}BOSMSY 0 O0 O0
NWSOSMWUCL 0 O0 O0
NWBOSNEUCL 0 O0 O0
NWBOSOHUCL 0 O0 O0
NWBOSPHX 0 O0 O0
NWBOSPIT 0 O0 O0
NWBOSSAI~ 0 O0 OO
NWBOSSEA 0 00 00
NWBOSSEUCL 0 O0 O0
N~BGSSFO 0 00 00
Nt~BOSSLC 0 00 00
I~WBOSSTL 0 O0 O0
~WBOSSWUCL 0 00 00

PALON ATH 0 O0 O0
PALON CPH 0 O0 O0
PALONLON 0 O0 O0
PALONMIL 0 O0 O0
PALONNCE 0 O0 O0
PALONNYC 0 O0 O0
PALORPAR 0 O0 O0
PALORROM 0 00 00
PALORSNN 0 00 00
PALONMAD 0 O0 00
PALONBCN 0 O0 O0
PALONZRH 0 O0 O0
PALONGVA 0 O0 O0
PALONVIE 0 O0 O0
PALONMDECL 0 O0 O0

PAFRA AHS 0 O0 O0
PAFRA BRU 0 O0 O0
PAFRA CPH 0 O0 O0
PAFRAFRA 0 O0 O0
PAFRALON 0 O0 O0
PAFRANIL 0 O0 O0
PAFRANCE 0 O0 OO
PAFRANYC 0 O0 O0
PAFRAPAR 0 O0 O0
PAFRAROM 0 O0 O0
PAFRASNR 0 00 00
PAFRAMAD 0 00 O0
PAFRABCH 0 00 00
PAFRAZRH 0 O0 O0
PAFRAGVA 0 O0 O0

Exhibit 3-11.
Supply Input File

PAFRA VIE
PAFRA MDECL

O0
O0

O0
O0

PANYF DEN 0 O0 O0
PANYFFWIJCL 0 O0 O0
PANYFMSY 0 O0 O0
PANYFMWUCL 0 O0 GO
PANYFOHUCL 0 O0 O0
PANYFPHX 0 O0 O0
PAI~YFSEA 0 O0 00
PANYFSTL 0 00 O0
PANYFAMS 0 O0 O0
PANYFBRU 0 O0 O0
PANYFCPH 0 O0 00
PANYFLON 0 O0 O0
PANYFMIL 0 00 00
PANYFNCE 0 00 00
PAflYFPAR O 00 O0
PANYFROM 0 O0 O0
PANYFSNN 0 00 O0
PANYFMAD 0 O0 OO
PAHYFBCI,,I 0 00 00
PAI~YF$TL 0 O0 O0
PAHYFZRH O O0 O0
PAI~Y F GVA 0 O0 O0
PANYFVIE 0 O0 O0
PANYFMDECL 0 O0 O0
Ti,~YC FLACL 0 O0 00
TWNYCFWUCL 0 {]0 O0
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PANYLDEN 0 O0 O0
PAHYLFWUCL 0 O0 O0
PANYLMSY 0 O0 O0
PANYLHE~UCL 0 O0 O0
PARYLOHUCL 0 O0 O0
PANYLPHX O O0 O0
PANYLSEA 0 O0 O0
PANYLSTL 0 O0 O0
PANYLATH 0 O0 O0
PANYLCPH 0 O0 O0
PANYLMIL 0 O0 O0
PANYLNCE 0 O0 O0
PANYLPAR 0 O0 O0
PANYLROH 0 O0 O0
PANYLSNN 0 O0 O0
PANYLMAD 0 O0 O0
PARYLBCN 0 O0 O0
PANYLSTL 0 O0 O0
PARYLZRH 0 O0 O0
PANYLGVA 0 O0 O0
PANYLVIE 0 00 O0
PANYLMDECL 0 O0 O0

PANYC DEN 0 O0 O0
PARYCFRA 0 O0 O0
PANYCFWUCL 0 O0 O0
PANYCLON 0 O0 O0
PANYCMSY 0 O0 O0
PANYCMkwJCL 0 O0 O0
PANYCNYC 0 O0 O0
PANYCOHUCL 0 O0 O0
PANYCPHX 0 O0 00
PANYCSEA 0 00 O0
PANYCSTL 0 O0 O0



Exhibit 3-12.
Detailed Explanations of Sample Supply Input File Records

[1] Both records pertain to the airline PALON.

[2] The first record pertains to PALON’s transatlantic service between NYC and
LON . The second record pertains to PALON’s feeder service between LON and
PAR.

[3] PALON’s frequency to NYC
PAR

is set to zero. PALON has no feeder service to

[4] "l~e upper and lower bounds of the interval of allowable frequencies are set to zero
for both segments. In the case of the transatlantic segment, this prohibits serv/ce. In
the case of the feeder segments, these values are redundant, and could be set to any
value.

[i] [2] [3] [4]
PALON NYC 0 00 00
PALON PAR 0 00 00
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and third numbers define the minimum and maximum values. Because this is an

intracontinental segment, these latter values are not used, but they must be included.

An example of a record whose purpose is to rule out service of a transatlantic

segment link is that for PALON NYC. Service is ruled out by setting the maximum

frequency to zero. This is done because another of Pan Am’s component amines,

PANYL, serves the segment between New York and London. Service on the PANYC

LON and PANYC FRA segments are ruled out for similar reasons. As these examples

show, the ability to force certain frequencies to zero can be very useful as a means of

fostering a degree of coordination between allied carriers.

3.3.6 Defining Parameters

The final input file required by the program is the parameter file named

PARAM.INP. The file is shown and annotated in Exhibit 3-13. The file contains four

types of information. Ten of the parameters specify the Iogit model used to estimate

market share. Two parameters concern the number of repetitions of frequency

optimizations to be conducted. Four parameters specify initial values and allowable

ranges of flight frequencies. Finally, a single parameter establishes the maximum

permissible load factor.

3.3.7 Running Program to Determine Baseline Equilibrium

The next step is to run GATEROPT.EXE, the gateway frequency optimizer,

following the procedure described in the User’s Guide. This first program run will

generally take the longest amount of time because the initial frequency values will be far

from the equilibrium values. This example took about 4.5 hours on an IBM PS-2, Model

50 with a 8087 numeric coprocessor. During the run, the program will send messages

to the terminal indicating what is happening and s~mmarizing results of each frequency.

optimization. This information will assist the user in predicting how soon the execution

will be completed, and in detecting errors in input files that would invalidate the run.

However, there is no need to monitor the screen unless the user has nothing better to

do. All important results will automatically be written to output files when the execution

is complete.
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Exhibit 3-13.
Parameter File with Annotations

(File Appears on Next Page)

[1] The first ten parameters in the file specify the logit model used to estimate market
share. The specified parameters indicate that the logit utilities will be calculated
according the foUowing formulae:

Non-stop: V =
One-stop: V =
Two-stop: V =

1.0-1n(FREQ)
-3.0 + 0.5-1n(FREQ)- 0.001CIRC
-6.0 + 0.25-1n(FREQ) -0.001-CIRC

where FREQ is the frequency on the transatlantic leg of the service, in flights per week,
In(-) is the natural logarithm, and CIRC is the difference is between the length of the
itinerary and the great circle distance between the origin and destination, in statute miles.

Explanations for these parameter values appear in Appendix B.

The OSMINFQ parameter maximum is set to zero because feeder frequencies are being
represented as binary variables. In such situations, it is most convenient to assign feeder
frequencies the values 0 or 1. Whichever value is assigned, the feeder frequency is
guaranteed be the minimum. However, the model is programmed to assign zero market
share to any service offering a zero frequency. Therefore, the zero value of OSMINFQ
combined with the procedure of assigning ls and 0s to the feeder frequencies guarantees
that the existence, but not the actual frequency value, of feeder service will be considered
in computing market share. The TSMINFQ and TSMIDFQ parameters are set to zero
for the same reason. These parameters correspond to the minimum and next-to-
minimum frequencies of a two-stop service.

[2] The MAXLFCT parameter indicates that the maximum permissible load factor on
transatlantic flights is 75 per cent. This means that if an airline is carrying 1800
passengers per week on some segment, it must supply at least 2400 weekly seats on that
segment.

[3] NROUNDS, the number of rounds optimization, is set to 5. This number is
appropriate when a baseline equilibrium state is begin generated from a set of initial
values that are likely to be quite far from that state. Scenario tests will generally require
fewer rounds.

[4] NITERS, the number of iterations is set to 1, indicating that in optimizing the
frequency vector of any given airline, each individual frequency is to be optimized only
once., More than one iteration may be desirable in cases where terminal costs create
strong interdependencies in the costs of services on different segments.
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[5] The final four variables in the parameter file are default variables for optimization
intervals and initial frequency values. These values are used only for segments not
included in the SUPPLY.INP file. The MINFREQ and MAXFREQ values indicate the
search for optimal frequencies on such segments is to be performed over the interval
between 5 and 56 flights per week. In cases where the segment is to a point duster with
more than one point, the specified MINFREQ value is multiplied by the number of
points in the duster to obtain the tower bound of the interval. MAXFREQ is not
adjusted in this way, because it is already much higher than the likely optimal frequency
value to a point cluster. ITAFREQ is the assumed initial frequency value for
transatlantic segments. It is treated like MINFREQ when the segment involves a multi-
point cluster. Finally, HCFREQ is the assumed initial value of feed frequency. In this
example, it implies that all airlines are assumed to have feed from their gateways to all
other points on the same continent. The SUPPLY.INP file, discussed above, is used to
identify segments on which feed is not available.

Parameter file.
First i0 lines not read.

KEYWORD VALUE
OSCONST -3.0
TSCONST -6°0
NS-FREQ 1.0
OSMINFQ 0.0
OSMAXFQ 0.5
~SMINFQ 0°0
rSMIDFQ 0.0
rSMAXFQ 0°25
DSCIRCU -0.001
~SCIRCU -0.001
MAXLFCT 0.75
NROUNDS 3
NOITERS 1
MINFREQ 5
MAXFREQ 56
ITAFREQ 5

[2]
[3]
[4]

T
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3.3.8 Results of Baseline Run

Results of the baseline run are contained in the report files, and in a new supply

file. There are five different report files: the change report file, the OD report file, the

finance report file, and the airline report file.

3.3.8.I Change Report

The change report file contains records summarizing the results of each frequency

optimizat/on. A portion of the file is shown in Exhibit 3-14, and detailed explanations

of sample records appear in Exhibit 3-15. The most important function of this report

is to indicate how close the system is to equilibrium. In general, the system can be

assumed to be close to equilibrium when changes is frequency values and profits resulting

from the frequency optimizations are small. For example, the changes observed in the

fifth round of optimizations of the baseline run suggest that an approximate equilibrium

has been achieved.

3.3.8.:20D Report

A portion of the OD report file for the baseline system is shown in Exhibit 3-16.

Detailed explanations of sample records for the file are given in Exhibit 3-17. This large

file gives a detailed analysis of the routings used in each transatlantic market. Each line

of the file corresponds to a particular routing for a particular market. In addition to

indicating the number of passengers flowing over each routing, information describing the

service on the transatlantic segment used in the routing is provided.

Note that fractional frequencies are indicated in this file. The program does not

require that frequencies be integer values. In practice, an airline would be forced to

"round" the fractional frequencies to whole numbers.

3.3.8.3 Airline Report

The airline file, shown in Exhibit 3-18, summarizes the operations of each airline.

Detailed explanations of sample records from this file appear in Exhibit 3-19. The file

shows that the airlines with the most transatlantic flights are BRLON, BALON, and

TWNYC, with 194, 155, and 165 weekly flights respectively. Not surprisingly, these
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Exhibit 3-14.
Portion of Change Report

IRI IIZ IAL I
1 1PARYC
1 1PANYC
1 1PANYC
1 1PANYC
1 1PANYC
1 1PANYC
1 1 PANYC
1 I PANYC
1 1 PANYC
1 1 PA~YC
1 1PANYC
1 1PANYC
1 1PANYC
1 1PANYC
1 1PANYC
1 1PANYC
I 1PANYC
1 1 PANYC
1 1PANYC
1 I PANYC
5 1PANYC
5 1PAEYC
5 1PANYC
5 1PANYC
5 1 PANYC
5 1 PANYC
5 1PANYC
5 1 PANYC
5 1PANYC
5 I PANYC
5 1 PABYC
5 1PANYC
5 1 PANYC
5 1PANYC
5 1PANYC
5 1PANYC
5 I PANYC
5 1PANYC
5 1PANYC
5 1PANYC

OLD NEW OLD NEW FRQ PROFIT
,G~(,| ’ IFRQJ IFRQI I PROFIT I I PROFIT ICHANGEI ICHANGEJ
AMS 5.0 0.0 -163633 0 -I00,0% -100.0%
ATE 5.0 0.0 -122926 0 -100o0% -100.0%

BCN 5.0 0.0 -236264 0 -I00o0% -I00.0%
BRU 5.0 6.4 110284 129738 28=2% 17.6%
CPN 5.0 0.0 -183007 0 -100.0% -100.0%
FRA 0.0 0.0 0 0 0°0% 0°0%
GBRCL 15.0 0.0 -600217 0 -100.0% -100o0%
GERCL 25.6 0.0 -866073 0 -100.0% -100o0%
GVA 5.0 0.0 -219849 0 -100.0% -100.0%
LON 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0% 0.0%
MAD 5.0 0.0 -83021 0 -100.0% -100.0%
MDECL 15o0 15.0 218603 218603 0.0% 0.0%
HIL 5.0 5.0 94983 94983 0.0% 0.0%
NCE 5.0 0.0 -47105 0 -100.0% -100.0%
PAR 5.0 8.0 117971 157618 59.4% 33.6%
ROH 5,0 19.8 248497 510380 295.4% 105.4%
SCACL 25.0 0.0 -1266075 0 -I00.0% -100.0%
SNN 5.0 0.0 -39863 0 -100o0% -I00.0%
VIE 5.0 0.0 -169571 0 -I00°0% -100.0%
ZRH 5.0 0,0 -50474 0 -100.0% -I00.0%
AMS 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0% 0.0%
ATH 5.2 5.2 154156 154158 -0.0% 0.0%
BCN 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0% 0.0%
BRU 5.4 5.4 103473 103473 0.0% 0.0%
CPH 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0% 0.0%
FRA 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0% 0.0%
GBRCL 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0% 0.0%
GERCL 25.0 Z5.0 123602 123602 0.0% 0.0%
GVA 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0% 0.0%
LO~ 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0% 0.0%
MAD 8.8 8.8 189930 189966 0.1% 0.0%
MDECL 15.0 15.0 469292 469292 0.0% 0°0%
MIL 6.1 6,1 134657 134656 0.0% 0.0%
NCE 5.0 5.0 19310 19310 0.0% 0.0%
PAR 7.1 7,1 134292 134291 0.0% -0.0%
ROM 16.3 16,3 410191 410158 0.0% -0.0%
SCACL 0.0 0=0 0 0 0.0% 0.0%
SNN 5.0 5,0 18150 18150 0,0% 0.0%
VIE 5.0 5.0 34341 34341 0.0% 0.0%
ZRH 5.0 5.0 53753 53753 0.0% 0.0%
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Exhibit 3-15.
Detailed Explanation of Change Report Records

[1] These optimizations were performed in the first and fifth rounds, respectively, and on
the first (and only) iteration.

[2] The frequencies optimized are for airline PANYC, on the segments from its New
York gateway to Great Britain and Brussels.

[3] The weekly frequencies on these segments before optimization were 5.0 and 5°4,
respectively. After optimization the values were 0.0 and 5°4.

[4] The profits on these segments before optimization were -$600217 and $103473 per
week respectively. After optimization the profit on the first segment became $0, while
that on the second segment did not change.

[5] The per cent change in the frequency to the Middle East is -100, and the per cent
change in profit on this segment is -100. (The profit per cent change is negative in cases
where the knitial profit is negative--a positive change in profit divided by a negative
number.) Frequency and profit on the Brussels segment did not change.

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]
1 1 PANYC GBRCL 15.0 0.0 -600217 0 -i00.0% -100.0%
5 1 PANYC BRU 5.4 5.4 103473 103473 0.0% 0°0%
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Exhibit 3-16.
Portion of OD Report

TOT

I0[ I D II PAx l
ATL AMS 71
ATL AMS 71
ATL AMS 71
ATL ATH 68
ATL ATH 68
ATL ATI~
ATL BRU 34
ATL BRU 34
ATL BRU 34
ATL CPIt 32
ATL FRA 776
ATL FRA 776
ATL FRA 776
ATL FRA 776
ATL FRA 776
ATL FRA 776
ATL FRA 776
ATL FRA 776
ATL FRA ?76
ATL FRA ?76
ATL GBRCL 16
ATL GBRCL 16
WAS SNN 372
WAS SNN 372
WAS SNN 372
WAS SNN 372
WAS SNN 372
WAS SNN 372
WAS SNN 372
WAS SNN 3?2

!WAS SNN 372
i WAS SNN 372
i WAS VIE 212
WAS VIE 212
WAS VIE 212
WAS VIE 212
WAS VIE 212
WAS VIE 212
WAS VIE 212
gAS ZRH 368
WAS ZRX 368
~AS ZRH 368
WAS ZRH 368
WAS ZRH 368
WAS ZRH
WAS ZRH 368
~AS 7..RH 368

USA EUR PCT TOT PLI~ PAX ON
IGWYIIGWYI IAL I IACII IAC21 IACI I IFRQI [STSl IMLS [ [RTE [
RYC LON PARYL 8747 100.0% 23.8 9769 82067 2
NYC AMS T~/NYC B767 8747 0.1% 5.I 21~4 18728 40
CHI AMS ~CHI B747 100.0% 5.0 2055 20560 29
RYC ATE PA"YC B747 100.0% 5.2 2130 25527 30
"YC FRA PA"YF 8747 100.0% 11.9 487"5 4565~ 1
NYC ATH TWNYC 8747 100.0% 7.7 3171 38008 37
NYC BRU PN~YC B747 100.0% 5.4 2209 1967"7 ’14
"YC LON PA"YL 8747 100.0% 23.8 9769 82067 I
"YC BRU TWNYC 8767 B747 14.8% 11.1 4188 40492 20

NYC CPH TWNYC 8767 B747 16.0% 5,0 1881 19250 32
IQYC LOI~ PANYL B747 100.0% 23.8 9769 62067 I
NYC FRA PA"YF 8747 I00.0% 11=9 46"73 45651 23
NYC FRA TWNYC B767 B747 23.8% 12.6 4530 48569 24
STL FRA TWSTL 8747 100.0% 6.7 2733 30709 11
CffI FRA AACHI 8747 100.0% 8.7 3586 37791 14
DFW FRA AADFW B747 100.0% 5.0 2055 25655 4
DE" FRA COOEN 87/,7 100.0% 5.0 2055 25210 3
BOS FRA N~OS 8767 8747 71.8% 5.0 127"5 18310 15
.sP FRA,~sP B747 100.0%6.0 2486 26518 8
ATL FRA DLATL 8747 100.0% 5.0 2055 ?.3035 673
"YC LO" PA"YL 8747 100.0% 23.B 9769 82067 11
NYC FRA PANYF B747’ 100.0% II.9 48?’3 45651 5
NYC SNN PANYC 8747 100.0% 5.0 2055 15390 57
.Yc s,, TwN’tc 87678747 16.3% 5.o 1877 15390 57
c,x s,, AAc,~ ~747 lOO.O%54 2205 19215 24
BOS SNN NgBOS 8767 8747 3.8% 5.0 2014 14445 57
gAS LO" BRLON 8767 8747 17.1% 16.9 6325 61897 49
WAS LO" BALON B767 8747 17.1% 16.9 6325 61897 49
WAS PAR AFPAR B747 100.0% 6.6 2705 25233 21
gAS FRA LHFRA 8747 100o0% 15.6 6410 63238 21
WAS BRU S"BRU B76Z 8747 45.0% 5.0 1565 19330 18
gAS AMS KLAMS B767 8747 76.6% 5.0 1220 19210 18
"YC VIE PANYC B747 100.0% 5.0 2055 21265 22
wasLO. BRLO. 87678747 17.1%16.9 632561897 41
WAS LON BALON 8767 8747 17.1% 16.9 6325 61897 41
~/A$ PAR AFPAR B747 100.0% 6.6 2705 25233 24
WAS FRA LHFRA B747 I00.0% 15.6 6410 63238 39
WAS BRU $HBRU B767 8747 45.0% 5.0 1565 19330 22
WAS AMS KLAMS 8767 8747 76.6% 5.0 1220 19210 22
NYC ZRH PANYC B747 100.0% 5.0 2055 19630 36
.Yc ZRHTW.VC 8747 1oo.o%s.o 2o551963o 36
wasLo, B~LO. 8767~747 17.~ 16.9 63256~897 65
WAS LON BALON B767 8747 17.1~ ’~6.9 6325 61897 65
WAS PAR AFPAR 8747 100.0% 6.6 2705 25233 41
gAS FRA LHFRA 8747 100.0% 15.6 6410 63236 57
WAS~RUs.sRu ~767~7~7~s.o~ 5o IS65 19330 3s
WAS AMS ~LAM$ B767 B747 76.6% 5.0 1220 19210 33
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Exhibit 3-18.
Airline File

IALI IG~YI
PANYC NYC
PALON LON
PAFRA FRA
PANYL NYC
PANYF NYC
TWNYC NYC
TWSTL STL
AACHI CHI
AADFW DFW
CODEN DEN
NWBOS BOS
NWMSP MSP
DLATL ATL
BRLON LON

BALON LON
AFPAR PAR
LHFRA FRA
SKCPH CPH
AZROM ROM
OAATH ATH
SNBRU BRU
IBMAD MAD
KLAMS AMS

POINTS EASTBOUND
SERVED TRANS-ATLANTIC LOAD

IUSAI’ ’,E~, IrLTSl :SEATSll P~ II rCT ,
22 12 109 44768 30732 68.6%

3 7 15 6165 3655 59.3%
2 5 i0 4110 2519 61.3%

22 7 24 9769 7326 75.0%
22 5 12 4873 3655 75.0%
28 15 165 61327 45478 74.2%
30 2 13 5357 4018 75.0%
30 7 50 20416 14816 72.6%
30 2 I0 4110 2845 69.2%

30 2 i0 4110 2718 66.1%
Ii 5 30 8840 6630 75.0%
30 2 15 6067 4549 75.0%
30 3 19 7913 5694 72.0%
21 20 194 70204 50004 71.2%
18 20 155 56603 41831 73.9%

6 20 44 16856 12285 72.9%
7 20 53 20370 14679 72.1%
1 20 5 1450 1088 75.0%
4 20 20 8220 5775 70.3%
0 2O 0 0 0 O.O%
4 20 27 8645 6112 70.7%

0 20 0 0 0 0.0%
5 20 25 8160 5886 72.1%

PCT
CONNECT
I PAX I
I

37.9%
18.6%
15.0%
47.6%
56.5%
39.0%
55.0%
57.7%
41.0%
48.6%
30.9%
56.1%
5O.9%
37.0%
34.3%
37.3%
33.2%
43.4%
24.6%

o.o%
45.1%

o.o%
57.2%
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Exhibit 3-19.
Detailed Explanations of Sample Airline Report Records

[1] These are the results for DLATL, whose gateway is ATL , and BALON, whose
gateway is LONm.

[2] DLATL serves all 30 U.S. point clusters, and 3 European point clusters, from its
AtIanta gateway. BALON serves 18 U.S. point clusters, and all 20 European point
dusters, from its London gateway.

[3] DLATL flies 19 eastbound transatlantic flights per week, while BALON flies 155 such
flights.

[41 DLATL offers 7913 eastbound transatlantic seats per week, while BALON offers
56603 such seats.

[5] DLATL carries 5694 eastbound transatlantic passengers per week, while BALON
serves 41831 such passengers.

[6] DLATL has a load factor of 72.9 per cent. BALON has a load factor of 73.9 per
cent.

[7] YL3 per cent of DLATL’s transatlantic passengers are connecting (i.e. originating from
some point other than Atlanta). 34.3 per cent of BALON’s transatlantic passengers are
connecting (i.e. destined for some point other than London).

[I] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]
DLATL ATL 30 3 19 7913 5694 72.9% 37.3%
BALON LON 18 20 155 56603 41831 73.9% 34.3%
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amines also have the greatest coverage, with BALON and BRLON serving, respectively,

21 and 18 of 30 U.S. clusters, and TWNYC serving 15 of 20 European clusters. At the

other extreme, the airlines OAATH and IBMAD are shut out of the transatlantic market.

Note that BALON and BRLON are represented as identical airlines--with the

same fleets, the same gateway, and the same ranges of permissible frequencies.

Nonetheless, their equilibrium strategies are somewhat different. The reason is that

BRLON’s "turn" in the game comes before that of BALON. Therefore, BRLON will get

the first chance at those markets where there is room for only one of the carriers.

The set of Pan Am amines operates a total of 170 transatlantic flights per week,

145 of which (those of PANYC, PANYL, and PANYF) depart from New York. Pan

Am’s level of operations is somewhat lower than that of its New York competitor TWA.

The disparity has two causes: Pan Am has weaker feed than TWA, and it lacks a

smaUer aircraft in its fleet. These disadvantages are partially offset by the ability of Pan

Am to offer two-stop service, resulting in high proportions of connecting passengers on

its NYC-LON and NYC-FRA segments. On the other hand, PALON and PAFRA, with

their comparatively weak European feed connections, show unusually low shares of

connecting passengers.

3.3.8.4 Financial Report

The financial report summarizes the financial performance of each airline,

including its projected costs, revenues, profit, seats, passengers, and load factor. The

financial report is shown in Exhibit 3-20,

explanation of sample records.

All segments operated are profitable.

while Exhibit 3-21 provides a detailed

This is to be expected at equilibrium,

where, because all segments are served at the profit-maximizing level, any segment that

cannot be served profitably win not be served at aU.

In general, profit increases with the level of operation. TWNYC, BRLON, and

BALON all have profits approaching $3 million per week on revenues ranging from $12

to $14 million. At the other extreme, PAFRA earns less than $100,000 per week on

revenues of $850,000. As these examples suggest, the operating ratio-the ratio of profit

to revenue--also tends to increase with the level of operation. Neither of these rules
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Exhibit 3-20.
Finance Report

IAL [
PANYC
PANYC
PANYC
PANYC
PANYC
PANYC
PARYC
PARYC
PANYC

i PARYC
PANYC
PANYC
PANYC

PALON
PALON
PALON
PALOH

PAFRA
PAFRA
PAFRA

PANYL
PANYL

PANYF
PANYF

TWNYC
TWNYC
TWNYC

iTWNYC
TWNYC
TWNYC
TWNYC
TWNYC
TWNYC
TWNYC

ITWNYC
ITWNYC
TWNYC
TWNYC
TWNYC
TWNYC

TWSTL
TWSTL
TWSTL

AACHI
AACHX
AACH!
AACHI
AACHI
AACHI
AACHI
AACH!

AA.DF~
AADFW
AADFW

USA EUR TERM COST
,GWY,! ’ ’,GWY, ’ IREVENUEI I COST I IADJUST I IPROFIT I ISEATSI I
NYC ATH 539712 385516 0 154196 2130
NYC BRU 418125 314652 0 103473 2209
NYC GERCL 1680209 1556603 0 123607 10275
NYC HAD 737163 547195 0 189967 3638
NYC MDECL 1722578 1253268 0 469310 6165
NYC MIL 520102 385444 0 134659 2513
NYC NCE 332388 3130"/5 0 19313 2055
NYC PAR 548561 414270 0 134291 2928
NYC ROM 1487767 1077558 0 410209 6690
NYC SNN 274215 256064 0 18151 2055
NYC VIE 364138 329792 0 34346 2055
NYC ZRH 363072 309316 0 53756 2055
SYSTEM 8988030 7142752 0 1845278 44768

LAX LON 453436 405068 0 48347 2055
MIA LON 413219 340615 0 72603 2055
SFO LON 414761 399408 0 15353 2055
SYSTEM 1281415 1145112 0 136303 6165

LAX FRA 442921 426303 0 16618 2055
WAS FRA 399491 317396 0 82095 2055
SYSTEM 842412 743699 0 98713 4110

NYC LON 1712277 1329611 0 382666 9769
SYSTEM 1712277 1329611 0 382666 9769

NYC FRA 940429 7"2239(; 0 218030 48}’3
SYSTEM 940429 722399 0 218030 4873

NYC AMS 391437 299753 0 91664 2114
NYC ATH 800480 574048 0 226432 3171
NYC BRU 791260 610699 0 180561 4168
NYC CPH 360874 285879 0 74995 1681
~YC FRA 894002 698345 0 195657 4530
NYC GVA 245845 218011 0 27833 1233
NYC LON 23725?7 1948132 0 424444 13281
NYC HAD 429656 319493 0 110163 2124
NYC MDECL 1786794 1253268 0 533527 6165
NYC MIL 643114 477953 0 165161 3117
NYC NCE 329518 313075 0 16443 2055
NYC PAR 945825 730"/’20 0 215105 5064
NYC ROM 1680564 1364420 0 516164 8471
NYC SNN 290854 239921 0 50933 I877"7
NYC ZRH 386564 309316 0 7"7248 2055
SYSTEM 12549364 9643033 0 2906350 61327

STL FRA 623665 469665 0 154201 2753
STL LON 536105 413640 0 122465 2604
SYSTEM 1159971 883305 0 276666 5357

Cffl AMS 3704?7 320966 0 49511 2055
Cffl FRA 77"7900 584448 0 193452 3586
CKI LON 1191791 903775 0 288016 5973
CHI MAD 361947 345681 0 162~ 2055
CKI PAR 512262 390681 0 121381 2487
CHI ROM 479452 364872 0 114580 2055
CHI SNN 393967 308786 0 85181 2205
SYSTEM 4087-796 3219409 0 868387 20416

DFW FRA 503258 384674 0 118585 2055
DFW LON 410393 360623 0 49?70 2055
SYSTEM 913651 745296 0 168355 4110

LOAD
PAX I t u~FCTl
1597 75.0%
1656 75.0%
6162 60,0%
2729 75.0%
4384 71,1%
1885 75.0%
1204 58,6%
2196 75.0%
5017 75.0%
131664.0%
1241 60.4%
1345 65.4%

30732 68.6%

119958.3%
1340 65.2%
1116 54.3%
3655 59°3%

1102 53.6%
1417 69.0%
2519 61.3%

7326 75.0%
?326 75.0%

3655 ?~.0%
3655 75.0%

1586 73.0%
2378 75.0%
3141 75.0%
1410 75.0%
339775.0%
925 75o0%

9961 75.0%
1593 75.0%
4556 73.9%
233775.0%
1194 58,1%
3798 75.0%
6354 75.0%
1408 75.0%
1439 70.0%

45478 74.2%

2065 /5.0%
1953 75.0%
4018 75.0%

1383 67.3%
2690 75.0%
4480 75.0%
1238 60.2%
1865 "75.0%
150773.3%
1654 75.0%

14816 ?2.6%

1499 72.9%
1346 65.5%
2645 69.2%
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Exhibit 3-20. (Continaed)
COOEW DEW FRA
COOER DEW LON
COOEN SYSTEM

NWBOS BOS FRA
NWBOS BGS LON
NWBOS BOS MAD
HWBOS BOS PAR

iNWBOS BOS SNN
iNWBOS SYSTEM

NWMSP MSP FRA
;NWMSP MSP LON
:NM~4SP SYSTEM

DLATL
DLATL
DLATL
DLATL

ATL FRA
ATL LO~
ATL PAR
SYSTEM

BRLON BOS LON
BRLON CHI LON
BRLON CLE LON
BRLON CVG LON
BRLON DEN LON
BRLON DFW LON
BRLON DTW LON
BRLONFLACLLON
BRLONHOU LON
BRLONLAX LON
BRLONMIA LON
BRLONMSP LON
BRLONNYC LON
BRLONOHUCLLOR
BRLONPHL LON
BRLONPIT LON
BRLONSAN LON
BRLONSEA LON
BRLONSFO LON
BRLONSTL LON
BRLONWAS LON
BRLONSYSTEM

401565
457512
8590?7

242840
459353
269471
263813
303002

1538480

538095
715262

1253356

450808
789037
376075

1615919

694494
578829
338216
286165
462860
434325
386218

1786388
531011

14(>4754
681311
388406

1751994
494903
350212
245112
508132
570320
869307
367887

1203583
14394427

SALON SOS LON 694494
BALON CHI LON 578855

IBALON CLE LON 338216
!SALON DEN LON 462860
,SALON DFW LON 434325
BALON DTW LON 386218
BALON HOU LON 530432
BALON LAX LON 1404428
BALON M~A LON 680982
BALON MSP LON 388406

:SALONMSY LOft 576646
SALONNYC LON 1751921
BALONPHL LON 350212
BALONPNX LON 711219
BALONPIT LON 245112
BALONSAN LON 508132
BALONSFO LON 869300
BALONWAS LON 1203583
BALONSYSTEM 12175340

AFPAR
AFPAR
AFPAR

BOS PAR
LAX PAR
MIA PAR

290798
1150015
373253

379116
356685
735801

212110
395192
228602
221453
240592

1297948

408886
548673
957559

351934
605470
338116

1295580

568914
429450
2657"27
237278
356685
360625
294288

1683373
374669

1019682
490209
314891

1504659
43449~)
269991
214923
406773
418724
608258
326475
925054

1150517#,

568914
429474
265727
356685
360623
294288
374214

1019645
489928
314891
410583

1506594
269!~I
498411
214923
406773
608253
925054

9312769

241518
79<;810
350434

0 22450 2055
0 100827 2055
0 123276 4110

0 30731 1273
0 64161 2684
0 40869 1397
0 4236O 1472
0 62410 2014
0 240531 8860

0 129209 2486
0 166588 3581
0 295797 6067

0 98874 2055
0 183567 3803
0 37899 2055
0 320339 7913

0 125580 4138
0 149379 2838
0 72489 1749
0 48888 1427
0 1061 75 2055
0 73703 2055
0 91930 1988
0 103015 10275
0 156342 2102
0 4450"/2 5173
0 191102 2958
0 73515 2055
0 247335 9823
0 60413 2465
0 80221 1901
0 30189 1274
0 101358 2055
0 151596 2364
0 261049 3130
0 41413 2055
0 278529 6325
0 2889293 70204

0 125580 4138
0 149380 2858
0 72489 1749
0 I~175 2055
0 737O3 2055
0 91930 1988
0 156218 2099
0 444983 51 72
0 191054 2956
0 73515 2055
0 166064 2388
0 247328 9823
0 80221 191:)I
0 212808 2603
0 30189 1274
0 101358 2055
0 261048 3130
0 278529 6325
0 2862571 56603

0 49279 1675
0 350204 3933
0 22820 2055

1226 59.7%
1492 72.6%
2718 66.1%

955 75.0%
2013 75.0%
1047 75.0%
1104 75.0%
1511 75.0%
6630 75.0%

1864 75.0%
2685 75.0%
4549 75.0%

1508 73.4%
2852 75.0%
1334 64.9%
5694 72.0%

3104 75.0%
2128 75.0%
1311 75.0%
1070 75o0%
1432 69.7%
1322 (>4.3%
1491 75.0%
5955 58.0%
1576 75.0%
3880 75.0%
22~8 75.0%
1459 71.0%
7367 75.0%
1869 75.0%
1426 75.0%
955 75.0%

1333 64.9%
17"73 75.0%
234775.0%
1264 61.5%
4744 75.0%

50004 71.2%

3104 75.0g
2129 75.0%
1311 75.0%
1432 69.7%
1322 64.3%
1491 75.0%
1575 75.0%
3879 75.0%
221775.0%
1459 71.0%
1?9I 75.0%
7367 75.0%
1426 75.0%
1952 75.0%
955 75.0%

1333 64.9%
2:34775.0%
4744 75.0%

418~I 73.9%

1257 75.0%
2950 75.0%
1184 57.6%
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Exhibit 3-20. (Continued)
AFPAR

AFPAR
AFPAR
AFPAR

LHFRA
LHFRA
LHFRA
LHFRA
LHFRA
LHFRA
LHFRA
LHFRA

SKCPH
SKCPH

AZROM
AZROM
AZROM
AZROM
AZROM

NYC PAR
SFO PAR
WAS PAR
SYSTEM

BOS FRA
DTW FRA
LAX FRA
MSP FRA
NYC FRA
SFO FRA
WAS FRA
SYSTEM

NYC CPH
SYSTEM

BOS ROM
LAX ROM
NYC ROM
SFO ROM
SYSTEM

655877
844310
535684

3849937

259360
355203
887025
349859
423729
959597

1347057
4581829

273813
275813

425653
651484
385966
585513

2048615

542159
589094
399595

2922611

227477
323532
616201
337988
364126
666924
989973

3526222

239808
239808

319275
460478
330981
454679

1565413

0 113718 3552
0 255215 2936
0 136089 2705
0 927326 16856

0 31883 1422
0 31671 2055
0 270824 2970
0 11871 2055

0 59603 2191
0 292672 3267
0 357084 6410
0 1055608 20370

0 36004 1450
0 36004 1450

0 106378 2055
0 191006 2055
0 54985 2055
0 130834 2055
0 483202 8220

2664 75.0%
2202 75.0%
2028 75.0%

12285 7’2.9%

1066 75.0%
1262 61.4%
222775.0%
1222 59.5%
1644 75.0%
2450 75.0%
4807 75.0%

14679 72.1%

1088 75.0%
1088 75.0%

1537 74.8%
1514 73.7%
1346 65.5%
1378 67. I%
577~ 70.3%

OAATH SYSTEM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%

192232
728103
441554
309815

1671705

188512
589150
409582
252932

1440175

SNBRU BOS BRU
SNBRU NYC BRU
SNBRU SFO BRU
SNBRU WAS BRU
SNBRU SYSTEM

0 3721 1123
0 138953 3902
0 31973 2055
0 56883 1565
0 231530 8645

842 75.0%
2926 75.0g

1169 56.9%
1174 73.0%
6112 70.7%

IBMAD SYSTEM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%

BOS AMS
LAX AHS
NYC AHS
SFO AHS

AHS
SYSTEM

KLAMS
KLAMS
KLAMS
KLAMS
KLAMS

iKLAMS

195980
412202
246847
405400
214779

1475209

205942
574221
295963
504461
237385

1817972

0 9962 1209
0 162019 2055
0 49116 1622
0 99061 2055
0 22605 1220
0 342763 8160

907 75.0%
1502 73.1%
1216 75.0%
1347 65.5%
915 75.0%

5686 72.1%
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holds in all cases, however. For example, NWMSP has a higher profit that NWBOS,

despite having fewer flights and lower revenues.

Of the Pan Am airlines, PANYC is the most profitable and PAFRA is the least.

Both PALON and PAFRA are comparatively weak financial performers, with operating

ratios slightly over 10 per cent as contrasted with an industry norm of over 20 per cent.

The double gateway airlines PANYL and PANYF have the highest operating ratios

of the Pan Am airlines. It is not clear whether this is a result of their double-gateway

status or because they serve the two local markets with the highest demand.

Load factors on individual segments range from 54 to 75 per cent, with the latter

figure a consequence of the specified maximum load factor. The maximum load factor

constraint is binding on the majority of segments. This results from the assumptions

concerning aircraft assignment made in the model In most cases, airlines that can serve

a segment with more than one aircraft type will use a mix of types that provides just

enough seats to meet the maximum load factor constraint. In the actual system, airlines

are not able to fine tune their aircraft assignments to this degree, and therefore tend to

provide more seats than the model suggests. The significance of the mixing effect can

be seen by comparing the load factors for PANYC, which has only B747s in its fleet,

with flaose for TWNYC, which has both B747s and B767s. Whereas the latter attains

the maximum load factor on 12 of 15 segments, the former does so on only half of the

dozen segments it serves.

3.4 Assessment of Alternative Strategies

The results of the baseline scenario suggest that, although Pan Am’s initial system

is economically viable, it nonetheless has two major weaknesses. First, it lacks a long-

range aircraft smaller than a B747. Second, it shares its major gateways with competing

airlines who have more intracontinental feed connections. This section shows how the

ALIGATER modeI can be used to formulate and assess strategic moves to counter these

deficiencies.

In the context of ALIGATER, an alternative strategy consists of a set of

alternative airline characteristics. The characteristics that may be changed include the

aircraft fleet, the hub locations, the feed, and the terminal cost characteristics. The user
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must use judgement, often based on information outside the scope of the model, in

formulating these strategies to assure they are feasible, and in evaluating them. For

example, it would be clearly be an attractive "strategy" for Pan Am to reduce its aircraft

operating cost by 50 per cent, but it is the user’s responsibility to know that this is not

possible. Less obviously, strategies requiring Pan Am to develop a new gateway or

strengthen its feed may well have costs which are not reflected in the model inputs.

These "hidden" costs should be balanced against the profit changes projected by the

model.

The alternative

modifications on the

airline characteristics are introduced into the model through

various input files. Generally, a model run will involve a

combination of these new files and other, unchanged, flies. Usually, the file of initial

aircraft frequencies used is the output of a previous run. Such frequencies will usually

be fairly close to the new equilibrium values, resulting in more rapid equilibration.

It will often be useful to assume that airlines other than the one whose strategy

is being analyzed will hold their frequencies at the values of some previous equilibrium.

There are two possible reasons for doing this. First, the fewer the optimizations, the

shorter the runs. Second, in the real world competitor responses would not occur

instantaneously. By holding competitor frequencies constant, one can predict the state

of the system before the competition has had an opportunity to react. When the model

is run assuming that competitor frequencies remain constant, we use the term "partial

equilibration." The term "full equilibration" refers to runs in which all airlines’

frequencies are allowed to adjust to new equilibrium levels.

3.4.1 Overview of the Strategies

In this illustration three alternative strategies are considered.

are:

The three strategies

(1) Same as baseline, but with B767s added to the fleet of Pan Am single

hub airlines PANYC, PALON, and PANYF.

(2) Same as (1), but with strengthened feed into New York for airlines

PANYC, PANYL, and PAFRA.

(3) Same as (2), but with a new gateway located at Washington Dulles.
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A total of six ALIGATER runs were conducted to explore these possible

strategies. Each of the three strategies is the basis for one partial equilibration run. An

additional partial equilibration run is based on strategy 3, but under the assumption of

lower operating costs at the Dulles gateway. Finally, full equilibration runs based on

strategies 2 and 3 are carried out.

The runs are summarized in Exhibits 3-22, 3-23, and 3-24. Exhibit 3-23 describes

the input files used to construct each scenario. The information contained in the latter

two exhibits is derived from the contents of the airline and financial reports. The items

included were selected in order to provide a broad characterization of the differences

between the scenarios with a fairly small number of variables. In Exhibit 3-23, Pan Am’s

system is assessed along three dimensions: level of operations, nature of operations, and

financial results. In Exhibit 3-24, the level of New York gateway operations of Pan Am

and TWA are measured in terms of transatlantic flights, average size of aircraft used on

such flights, and numbers of local and connecting transatlantic passengers.

3.4.2 Addition of 767s to Pan Am’s Fleet, Partial Equilibration

In this scenario, a B767 aircraft type identical to that of the other airlines is

added to the fleets of all five Pan Am airlines. The availability of 767s enables Pan Am

to offer a given frequency level at a lower cost. This permits entry into new markets,

and increased frequencies and/or reduced costs in markets already served. We label this

scenario B767-P, where the ’P’ indicates partial equilibration.

Like all of the scenarios, this file is easily constructed through minor modifications

to the input files used in the baseline scenario. To add the B767s to Pan Am’s fleet,

five records--one for each of the Pan Am airlines--are added to the AIRCRAr’-T.INP file.

With the exception of the airline identifier, each of the added records is identical to the

B767 records already present for the other alrIines. To make the run a partial

equil:[bration, optimization flags of all non-Pan Am airlines in the AIRLINE.INP file are

set to 0. Finally, the value assigned the NROUNDS parameter in the file PARAM.INP

is changed from 5 to 3 because partial equilibrium runs generally require fewer rounds.
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Seen&rio

Description

Exhibit 3-22°
Scenario Summary, Input File Cha~ges

Scenario Input File
Name Changes

Baseline Base NA

Add B767s to Pan Am fleet°-
partial equilibration

Strengthen feed to Pan Am
JFK gateway--partial
equilibration.

B767-P 1. Add B767 lines to AIRCRAFT.INP.
2. Reset optimization flags in AIRLINES.IN’P.
3. Reset NROUNDS to 3 in PARAM.INP.
4. Use SUPPLY2.INP file output by Base as supply
input file.

Feed-P 1. Modify SUPPLY2.FNP file generated by B767-P to
eliminate lines setting PANYC, PANYL, PANYF
feed values to U.S. points to 0 and use as supply
input file.
2. All ether input files the same as for B767-P
scenario.

Strengthen feed to Pan Am
JFK gateway--full equilibration.

Pan Am gateway at
Washington Dulles--partial
eq~bration

Pan Am gateway at
Washington Dulles with lower
costs--partial equilibration.

Pan Am gateway at
Washington Dulles--full
equilibration.

Feed-F

DuUes-P

Dulles-LC-P

DuUesoF

1. Use SUPPLY2.IN’P file generated by Feed-P as
supply input file.
2. Use same PARAM.INP and AIRLINES.INP files
as Base.

1. Mo~ AIRLINES.INP file used in Feed-P by
adding three new airlines: PAWAS, PAWAL, and
PAWAF. These airlines are identical to PAN-YC,
PANYL, and PANYF except that their U.S. gateway
is Washington Dulles. Their optimization flags are set
to 1.
2. Modify AIRCRAFT.INP file used in Feed-P to
include aircraft for PAWAS, PAWAL, and PAWAF.
3. Use SUPPLY2.INP file generated in Feed-P run as
supply input file. Modify this file to prevent Pan Am
airlines from offering redundant services on
transatlantic segments.
4. All other input files the same as for Feed-P
scenario.

1. Create TERMINAL.INP file that reduces costs for
PAWAS, PAWAL, and PAWAF by 10 per cent for
all numbers of flights.
2. Use SUPPLY2.INP file generated in Dulles-P run
as supply input file.
3. All other input files the same as for Dulles-P
scenario.

1. Modify AIRLINEoINP file used in Dulles-P to set
all optimization flags to 1.
2. Use same PAtLAM.INP file as Base.
3. Use SUPPLY2.IN’P file generated in Dulles-P rtmo
4. All other input files the same as for Dulles-P
scenario.
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The initial frequencies for this scenario are read from the file SUPPLY2.INP

output in the baseline run. This initializes the system at the equilibrium state obtained

without B767s in Pan Am’s fleet.

The availability of small aircraft increases Pan Am’s total transatlantic flights

significantly and improves its profitability slightly. The number eastbound transatlantic

flights increases from 170 to 231 per week, while profit increase $200,000 to $2.9 million.

As ex-pected, Pan Am’s average aircraft size falls from 410 to 363 seats. Its traffic

composition shifts slightly toward local passengers. The ratio of weekly feed passengers

to feed links increases from 589 to 688, a result of the airline flowing a greater number

of feed passengers over the same number of feed links.

According to Exhibit 3-24, the introduction of B767s increases Pan Am’s New

York gateway airlines’ transatlantic flights from 145 to 180 per week, and its total traffic

by about 6000 passengers per week. About two thirds of the new passengers are local.

Although the level of activity at Pan Am’s New York gateway increases, the share of Pan

Am’s total transatlantic frights originating from the New York gateway declines from 85

per cent in the baseline scenario to 78 per cent. The average aircraft size for the Pan

Am New York gateway airlines falls from 410 to 374 seats--with the latter figure about

10 seats higher than the average for Pan Am’s system as a whole.

The number of flights out of the TWA’s New York gateway remains unchanged

because this airline did not reoptimize in this partial equilibrium run. About 2400

passengers per week are diverted from TWA to Pan Am, leading to a decline in TWA’s

average seats per aircraft from 372 to 353. Thus, although TWA does not change its

strategy in this run, its aircraft assignment does change. This can happen because the

program automatically assigns aircraft on the basis of passenger flow. Aircraft

assignm~ents may therefore change whenever traffic changes and irrespective of whether

the aJMine has adjusted its frequencies.

3.4.3 Strengthened Feed into New York, Partial Equilibration

In this run, which we label Feed-P, Pan Am’s feed into New York is strengthened.

In the baseline case and Run 1, the Pan Am airline with New York gateways has feed
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to 21 of the 29 other U.S. point clusters. For this run, feed to the remaining 8 clusters

is added. This scenario also assumes that Pan Am has B767s in its fleet.

Only one file modification is required to construct the Feed-P scenario from the

B767-P scenario. The SUPPLY2.INP file output from the B767-P scenario is changed

by removing those records that set feed to certain U.S. points for the airlines PANYC,

PANYL and PANYF to zero. The modified file is then used as the supply input file

for this run. All other input files are identical to those employed for the B767-P

scenario.

Exhibit 3-23 indicates that the strengthened substantially improves Pan Am’s system

performance, with weekly profit increasing nearly $800,000, and the ratio of feed

passengers per feed link jumping to 721 passengers despite the fact that the number of

feed links has increased. (It should be noted that in computing this ratio each feed link

was counted only once even if it goes to a multi-point cluster.) The extra feed results

in an additional 22 transatlantic flights per week, a slight increase in average aircraft size,

and a substantiaI shift in traffic composition toward connecting passengers.

Exhibit 3-24 reveals that, as expected, the impacts of this strategy is concentrated

on Pan Am’s New York gateway operations. All of the additional Pan Am transatlantic

flights are out of New York. An additional 7000 connecting passengers per week flow

through the New York gateway. Pan Am also attracts an additional 2000 passengers per

week from the local market. Approximately 1500 of the connecting passengers and i000

of the local passengers are drawn from TWA. The net impact of Pan Am’s strengthened

feed is to increase the number of connecting passengers routed through New York by

5000 per week.

3.4.4 Strengthened Feed into New York, Full Eqnilibration

This scenario, labeled Feed-F, is the same as Feed-P except that it incorporates

the response of other amines to Pan Am’s strategy adjustments. Because this is a flail

equilibration run, aU the optimization flags in the AIRLINES°INP file are set to 1 and

the NROUNDS parameter in the PARAM.INP file is set to 5. Supply is initialized with

the SUPPLY2.INP file output in the Feed-P scenario run. Otherwise, all input files are

the same as for the Feed-P scenario.
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Exhibit 3-23 indicates that full equilibration results in a higher leveI of activity and

higher profits for Pan Am. Initially, competitor airlines reduce supply is response to the

expansion of Pan Am’s schedule observed in the Feed-P scenario. This contraction

induces Pan Am to increase its flights still further. The result is 17 additional

transatlantic flights per week and increased profits of $450,000 per week for the Pan Am

system.
The impacts of full equilibration on the New York gateway indicated in Exhibit

3-24 are somewhat more complex. Pan Am’s flights out of New York increase by 14 per

week, but this is offset by a decline in TWA’s flights of 16 per week. Predictably, there

is an associated shift in local passengers. Despite the loss of two flights per week out

of New York, there is an increase of 2000 weekly connecting passengers through New

York. This reflects a decline in transatlantic services out of other hubs.

3.4.5 ]New Gateway at Washington Dulles, Partial Equilibrium

In this run, labelled Dulles-P, three additional Pan Am airlines are introduced.

The new airlines are analogous to PAN-YC, PANYL, and PANYF, except that their U.S.

gateway is Washington DuIles instead of JFK. The Washington gateway has feed to all

other U.S. point clusters, with the exception of the smaller airports in the Midwest and

Far West. All three Washington airlines can use either B747s or B767s. The other Pan

Am airlines retain the same aircraft fleets and feed values as in the Feed-P and Feed-

F scenarios.

This scenario requires severn input file modifications. The three new airlines are

added to the AIRLINES.INP file, and, because this is a partial equilibrium run, the

optimization flags for non-Pan Am airlines in that file are set to 0. The

AIRCRAFT.INP file is modified by adding six additional records assigning the B767 and

B747 to each of the new airlines. In the PARAM.INP file, the NROUNDS parameter

is set to 3 because this is a partial equilibrium run.

The SUPPLY2.INP file generated in the Feed-P run serves as the basis for the

initial frequency values. This file is selected so that all of the partial equilibrium runs

assume the same frequency values for Pan Am’s competitors. It must be modified to set

feed values for the new airlines to selected U.S. and European points to 0. In addition,
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records are added precluding PAFRA and PALON from serving Washington, and

PAWAS from serving Frankfurt or London. This means that only PAWAL can serve the

Washington-London segment and only PAWAF can served the Washington-Frankfurt

segment.
Exhibit 3-23 shows that establishing the Washington hub increases Pan Am’s profits

by about $250,000 per week and its weekly transatlantic flights by 17 per week° Average

aircraft s/ze and the composition of traffic change very little from the Feed-P scenario.

There is marked decrease in the ratio of feed passengers per feed link, from 721 to 507.

This suggests that the additional profits in Pan Am’s transatlantic operations may be

offset somewhat by a decline in the traffic density of its feeder system°

Of major concern to the current investigation is the impact a new Pan Am

gateway on its New York operations. The results indicate that the establishment of the

Washingon gateway leads to a decline in Pan Am transatlantic flights out of New York

of 7 per week, a loss in New York local passenger flying on Pan Am of 500 per week,

and a loss in connecting passengers using Pan Am’s New York gateway of about 2000

per week. Pan Am’s local passenger loss is almost entirely offset of TWA’s local

passenger gain of 400 per week. On the other hand, TWA, like Pan Am, experiences

a decline in connecting traffic through New York of 1000 passengers per week. Thus,

a total of about 3000 international connecting passengers-about 7 percent of the previous

total-are diverted from the New York gateway under this scenario.

3.4.6 New Gateway at Washington Dulles, Low Costs, Partial Equilibrium

This scenario, which is labelled Dulles-LC-P, is intended to investigate the

sensitivity of the earlier results to operating cost differentials. It is identical to the

Dulles-P scenario except that a TERMINAL.INP file is used to reduce the costs of

PAWAS, PAWAL, and PAWAF by 10 per cent. Exhibit 3-25 shows an annotated

version of this file. Aside from using this file, the only difference between this run and

the Dulles-P run is that this run uses the SUPPLY2oINP file generated from the Dulleso

P run as the supply input file.

Exhibit 3-23 indicates that the 10 per cent cost reduction for operations involving

the Washington gateway results in 17 additional transatlantic flights per week for Pan
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Exhibit 3-25.
Annotated Terminal Cost File

[1] These records are for the airlines PAWAS, PAWAL, and PAWAF.

[2] Tliese corrections apply when total eastbound transatlantic flights for these amines
are between I and 1000 per week (in other words, over the entire range of realistic flight
quantities).

[3] The additive cost correction for flights in this range is 0.

[4] The multiplicative correction is -0.10o In other words, the corrected cost is 10 per cent
less than the base cost.

Terminal cost file.
First I0 lines not read.

[z] [2] [3] [4]
PAWAS 1 !000 0.00 -0.i0
PAWAL 1 I000 0.00 -O.10
PAWAF 1 i000 0.00 -Ool0
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Am, and increases its profit by $250,000. The lower costs lead to a decrease in average

aircraft size from 369 to 357. Feed passengers per feed link increases slightly while

traffic composition does not change.

These changes have a modest impact on the New York gateway as shown in

Exhibit 3-24. The number of flights is unchanged, but roughly 600 additional connecting

passengers are diverted from New York to Washington. The represents about a 20 per

cent increase in the diversion that occurred without the cost differential. These results

show that fairly small cost differences can have noticeable impacts on the distribution of

traffic in the system.

3,4.7 New Gateway at Washington Dulles, Full Equilibration

This scenario, labelled Dulles-F, is the same as the Dulles-P scenario except that

it involves full equil/bration. Accordingly, all optimization flags in the AIRLINE.INP file

are reset to 1, and the NROUNDS parameter in the PARAM.INP file is set to 5. For

the supply input file, this run uses the SUPPLY2.INP file generated in the Dulles-P run.

In this run, Pan Am’s competitors respond to its increased service out of New

York as well as its new gateway at Dulles. Consequently, the differences between the

Dulles-P and Dulles-F scenarios are more pronounced than those between the Feed-P

and Feed-F scenarios. As shown in Exhibit 3-23, fuU equ/libration leads to an additional

41 flights per week and $1.3 million in profits per week for Pan Am. Exhibit 3-24

reveals that half of the new flights are out of New York. These additional flights from

the New York gateway represent Pan Am’s response to service reductions of competing

airlines prompted by Pan Am’s earlier New York service build-up and establishment of

the Dulles gateway. As a result of these reductions, the New York gateway airlines

collectively have virtually the same number of connecting passengers and transatlantic

flights with or without the Washington gateway at full equilibrium. Although fewer of

the connecting passengers originating in Washington flow through New York, there are

more such passengers from other origins as a consequence of reduced or suspended

services at other gateways.
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3.4.8 Conclusions of the Case Study

Comparison between the scenarios discussed in the preceding sections suggests the

following general conclusions:

1. Pan Am’s Number 1 priority should be to strengthen its feed into New York.

Strengthened feed introduced in the Feed-P scenario increased profits about

$800,000 per week while actuaUy increasing traffic density on the feeder network. These

immediate benefits are even greater /f competitor responses are considered as in the

Feed-F scenario.

2. Establishing a new gateway at Washington Dulles is profitable from the standpoint of

international operations, but the overall impact of this strategy is strongly dependent on

competitor response.

In the partial equilibrium Dulles-P scenario, the new gateway increased Pan Am

system profits by $250,000 per week as compared with the Feed-P scenario. On the

other hand, when the Dulles-F and Feed-F scenarios are compared, the profit difference

is over $1 million per week. In either case, the increased profits come at the cost of a

reduction in feeder network density.

3. The impact of a Washington gateway on the New York gateway is small.

Comparison between the Feed-P and Dulles-P scenarios indicates that the Pan Am

and T’qdA New York gateways lose a total of 7 transatlantic flights and 3000 connecting

passengers per week under partial equilibrium. Comparison of the Feed-F and Dulles-

F scenarios shows a loss of 2 transatlantic flights and essentially no change in the number

of coimecting passengers.

In summary, increasing feed into New York and establishing a new gateway at

Dulle:~ (or some other point) should not be viewed as alternatives but as two desirable

stratelgc moves. Pan Am will derive the most immediate benefit from the former, but

the latter also promises financial rewards while not substantially d/minishing New York

gateway operations.
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3.5 Other Applications

The case study presented above shows how the ALIGATER software can be used

to explore one of the major issues motivating its development. The model can also be

used to explore a variety of other issues. This section briefly describes how several

questions of interest to the Port Authority may be analyzed using ALIGATER.

3.5.1 New York Equilibrium Transatlantic Share

The use of the model to estimate New York’s share of total transatlantic traffic

requires development of an appropriate scenario and some manipulation of the reports

output from that scenario.

The creation of an appropriate scenario involves many of the same issues

considered in discussion of baseline scenario development presented in this chapter. The

two main issues are identif34ng the airlines and making reasonable assumptions

concerning their feed. The set of airlines should be expanded over the set used in the

illustration. One might wish to have at least one airline with a hub at each of the large

hub airports in the U.S. For the most part, these can be one-hub airlines unless one is

expecting significant European hub development by U.S. flag carriers.

When using the model in this context, assumptions about feed should be made as

simple as possible. On approach would be to assume that all U.S. gateways have feed

to all other U.S. points. Alternatively, a simple rule based on distance or market

potential could be used to estabIish feed values. In light of the number of feed records

involved, a simple computer program might be used to generate the SUPPLY.INP files

if the 1atter approach was taken.

To extract the New York traffic share, one might analyze the OD report file to

find total passengers traveling from the U.S. to Europe as well as the total using the

New York gateway. The last field on the records in the OD report contains the relevant

passenger counts.

Two parameters of some importance in determining the New York gateway share

are the minimum allowed frequency and the total passenger volume. Each of these

affects the number of transatlantic segments on which service with be viable. In general,
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the more such segments, the lower the transatlantic share for the New York gateway.

Sensitivity testing invoMng these parameters would therefore be desirable.

3.52 Impact of European Congestion

Airspace or airport capacity constraints in Europe may affect gateway activity

level,,; in the U.S. generally and at New York in particular. These effects can be studied

in several ways.

First, one can introduce a terminal cost file that increases the costs for European

airlines. One might either suppose that congestion would add a certain additional cost

to each flight, or that marginal costs increase with the total number of transatlantic

operations. In the former case the terminal cost function would like this:

BALON 1 1000 2000 0

This would add $2000 to the cost of each transatlantic flight for BALON. The case of

increasing marginal costs could be represented by the lines:

BALON 1 20 00

BALON 21 60 500 0

BALON 61 150 1000 0

BALON 151 I000 1000000 0

These lines assign steadily increasing marginal costs of $0, $500, $1000, and $5000 to

BALON transatlantic flights, depending on the total number of such flights. In the case

of increasing marginal costs, the optimum frequency on one transatlantic segmem will

depend on the number of flights on other such segments. Accordingly, in a run such as

this, the NO1TERS keyword in the PARAM.INP file might be set to a number of 2 or

more. This means that in each round, BALON would optimize its transatlantic

frequencies more than once. Each successive segment frequency optimization will

asstm~e that the frequencies on the other segments are fixed at their most recently

optimized values.

When using the model in this way, it is possible that the optimization routine will

become "stuck" on a suboptimal result. In the above example, if BALON had 150 total

transatlantic flights on other transatlantic segments when optimizing its frequency to LAX,

then it would not offer any flights to LAX because the marginal cost of the flights would
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be too high. Yet it is quite possible that the flights to LAX would be more profitable

than the flights on another segment if a choice had to be made between them. To

minimize this difficulty, the user should allow the marginal costs to rise more gradually

than in the example.

Other ways of exploring the congestion issue are also available. One might

hypothesize that congestion would cause European airlines to eliminate some feed links,

or start employing larger aircraft. These possibilities could be represented through

modifications to the aircraft and supply input files.

In the actual system, congestion costs may be reflected in higher airfares. The

model is not suitable for studying this phenomenon, because it assumes that demand is

insensitive to prices.

3.5.3 Feeder System Liberalization

Cabotage rights for non-U.S, flag carriers and/or increased opportunities for U.S.

airlines to carry Fifth Freedom traffic overseas could have significant impacts on the

transatlantic route system. ALIGATER can be used to project these impacts, but with

the limitation that it cannot predict what cabotage rights or Fifth Freedom rights will be

exercised. This must be assumed in order to create the appropriate input files for

studying this issue.

The general impact of feeder system liberalization will be to increase the number

of airlines with multiple gateways. As was the case with Pan Am, this would result in

the need to break airlines up into several pieces. For example, it might be hypothesized

that Air France would establish a connecting hub in Chicago. This would require

dividing Air France into three airlines, AFPAR, AFCHI, and AFPAC analogous to

PANYC, PALON, and PANYF. The supply file would then be used to define the U.S.

points from which AFCHI and AFPAC have feed. The supply file should also be used

to minimize competition between the AF carriers, for example by allowing only AFPAC

to serve the Paris to Chicago segment.

Cabotage rights for other European carries as well as Fifth Freedom rights for

U.S. carriers can be represented in a similar way. The point that must be emphasized

is that in all these cases the user must assume the identity of the new gateway and
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define the feed available to it. Also, to avoid an overwhelming proliferation of airlines,

it is ’,advisable to limit the number to which these new rights are granted.

3.5.4 U.S. Airline Strategies under Liberalization

Formerly all-domestic airhnes such as American and Delta offer transatlantic

serv/ce from their domestic hubs. Although this may be their best strategy, it also true

that they are often constrained to do this as a result of regulation or facility limitations

elsewhere. To explore the impact of these constraints the model can be used to analyze

the strategic options of one of these airlines in an unconstrained environment.

As an example, consider American Airlines. Its possible international hubs include

Chicago, Dallas, Raleigh-Durham, and New York. To assess which of these it would

choose, one might begin by establishing hypothetical airlines at all four of these points.

The procedure would be analogous to that used to add the new Pan Am amines in

illustrative application discussed above. A partial equilibrium analysis would reveal the

profitability of each of the four hubs. One might then remove the least profitable and

repeat the analysis. Continuing this procedure would reveal American’s best sets of one,

two, or three hubs, as well as the relative profitability of the one-, two-, three-, and four-

hub ~dternatives. These alternatives could then be further evaluated with full equiIibrium

runs.

It bears repeating that the user would be responsible for defining the feed

available to American at each of its gateways.

3.5.5 Marketing Agreements

Recent years have witnessed increasing use of feeder marketing agreements and

CRS alliances between carriers with comphmentary route networks. ALIGATER can be

used to study the impact of these strategies on the New York gateway.

The most significant impact of these agreements is to increase the attractiveness

of interline connecting services involving the participating airlines. As an example,

consider a marketing alliance between British Airways and United. The alliance makes

it possible for the two airlines to offer more attractive service between U.S. points served

by UA and European points served by BA. In general, such a service would involve a
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UA flight from the origin to a UA hub connecting to a BA transatlantic flight, perhaps

with an additional BA intracontinental flight to conclude the journey.

To explore the impact of the marketing agreement, one would first construct a

baseline system without it. In the baseline, there would be one BA airline with a single

gateway. The impact of the marketing agreement would be to establish two-hub airlines

with U.S gateways at selected United hubs. The feed values to the U.S. hub would

reflect UA services. (It may also be desirable to adjust the feed values to reflect the

relative attractiveness of UA-BA service compared with that of "true" on-line connecting

service.) As in the earlier examples, the introduction of the new BA airline means that

the original BA airline should now be prohibited from serving the transatlantic segments

served by the new airlines, such as Chicago-London. These services are eliminated by

changing corresponding maximum frequencies specified in the supply input file to 0o

The procedure for introducing marketing agreements is essentially the same as that

for introducing cabotage. ALIGATER handles connecting services in the same way

irrespective of whether they originate from marketing agreements or liberalized service

authority. However, in the case of cabotage discussed above, Air France was divided

into three airlines whereas in the case of marketing alliances, British Airways would gain

just one additional airline for each United hub the marketing alliance covered. The

difference is that under cabotage it was also assumed that Air France could offer

transatlantic service from its UoS. gateway to any point in Europe, while in this case

British Airways is confined to transatlantic segments terminating in London° This

difference derives from the fact that cabotage implies an extremely liberal regulatory

environment, while marketing alliances suggest a somewhat more restrictive one. The

user may wish to modify or refine either of these assumptions in order to gauge its

impact on the results.

3.5.6 Fuel Price Hikes

Another development that could affect the New York gateway is a massive fuel

price increase imposed by reunified OPEC cartel. Although the model is not designed

to address some of the issues raised by this possibility, it can still be of some use in

assessing its consequences.
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The direct impact of a fuel price increase would be to increase aircraft operating

costs. The information is Appendix B (which is also available from the Federal

Aviation Administration and other sources), can be used to estimate the impact of a fuel

price increase of a given size on total operating costs. Operating cost changes would

then be introduced into the model through modifications to the aircraft input file.

At least part of the fuel price increase would be passed on to passengers through

increased fares. The new fares would be introduced by changing the fare parameters in

the OD parameter file. The new fares would, of course, suppress demand. If one is

willing to assume that the impact on demand will be roughly uniform across all

transatlantic OD pairs, the impact can be represented through an increase in the

NOOFDAYS parameter in the OD parameter file. After having made these changes to

the OD parameter file, it will be necessary to run GATERODG to generate a new OD

table with the modifies demand and fare levels.

The most straightforward approach to estimating the effect of fare changes on

demand is through the concept of price elasticity. The price elasticity of demand is the

ratio of the percentage change in demand resulting from a percentage change in fares.

For example, one might suppose that the elasticity is approximately -1, implying that a

10 per cent increase in fares would lead to a 10 per cent decrease in demand.

It might be reasonable to suppose that the entire the fuel price increase would be

passed on to passengers. In this case, changes to the fare and cost parameters are not

really necessary, because they xCfll effectively cancel each other out. Under this

assumption, therefore, the only impact of a fuel price increase of relevance to the model

is the demand reduction resulting from increased fares.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Recommendations

4.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the conclusions drawn from the ALIGATER Phase I and

Phase II research projects, assesses the implications of these conclusions for New York

Port Authority aviation marketing and airport planning activities, and discusses future

research needs and opportunities.

4.2 Conclusions of the Research

The purpose of the ALIGATER research program was two-fold. First, it was

intended to increase our understanding of the relationship between airline networking

strategies and commercial activity levels at the New York transatlantic gateway. In

addition, the research was expected to clarify the economic and technological forces

shaping airline routing strategies. With the achievemem of these two objectives, the

traffic at the New York gateway--or any other gateway--could be understood as the

outgrowth of basic economic and technological factors.

Although the research was conducted in aa incremental fashion, in retrospect i~

followed a logical sequence. The first phase of the program was directed at the first

objective. The most crucial finding of that effort was that traffic through the New York

gateway could be strongly influenced by the decisions of an individual airline, such as Pan

Am. This conclusion at once cast doubt on forecasting methods based on the assumption

that international gateway traffic is somehow indigenous, and pointed to the need to

pursue the second objective in order to better understand airline networking decisions.

This was the focus of the second phase of the ALIGATER research program.

In addition to having this conceptual continuity, both phases of the program

stressed the development of analytical tools that would enable Port Authori~ staff to

easily translate the more general understanding of networking phenomena into precise

quantitative estimates of the impacts of alternative airline strategies. In the Phase I

study, the tool took the form of a spreadsheet "what-if" model in which the airport and

airline traffic implications of different Pan Am frequency and feed decisions could be
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projected. In Phase II, a model with far more extensive capabilities has been developed.

The new model portrays the system in a far more detailed way, and can handle a much

broader range of ’kvhat-if’ questions, than its predecessor.
The conclusions deriving from these efforts are of two types. First, there are

methodological conclusions. These pertain to the validity and utility of the conceptual

approach and the computer model implementing that approach. Second, there are the

substantive conclusions concerning the nature of the forces shaping airline networking

behavior and their implications for the future role of the New York gateway. Associated

with each set of conclusions is a set of recommendations, one for research activities to

improve the methodology, and the other identifying plans and policies to strengthen the

competitive position of the New York gateway.

focus on the

relationships is

research.

4.2.1 Methodological Conclusions

The research has shown that, despite serious deficiencies in the available data,

empirical supply-demand relationships for transatlantic air transport can be established

at a level of disaggregation sufficient to model the phenomena of intergateway and

interairline competition. Unlike more conventional demand forecasting techniques, which

consider aggregate demand and supply levels, the relationships established in this research

distribution of demand and supply. The ability to est/mate such

clearly essential to accomplishing the objectives of the ALIGATER

The ALIGATER program has also demonstrated the feasibility of embedding the

demand-supply relationships into a model that simulates airline competitive behavior on

the basis of a relatively small number of exogenous determinants. The model is driven

by sub-models that predict the market shares of alternative services and the costs of

providing those services, and by the standard economic assumption that firms are profit-

maximizers. The sub-models establish a relationship between supply and profit, which

can be used with the maximization hypothesis to predict supply. When this procedure

is applied iteratively to a set of competing airlines, states of quasi-equilibrium in which

each airline is maximizing its profits, given the strategies of the other airlines, are

achieved.
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Nonetheless, the competitive behavior portrayed in the model is only rough

approximation a of what occurs in the actual system. The airlines have extremely simple

route systems centered on specific airports which, for any one competitive simulation, are

fixed. The aircraft fleets of these airlines, on the other hand, are assumed to be

instantaneously adjustable so that the perfect mix of aircraft will always be flown on any

route. In these ways, the model selectively imposes and removes constraints so as to

simplify the competitive environment of the real world into a analytically tractable form.

Consequently, if the model is to assist rather than mislead the analyst, it must be

used carefully and with a full understanding of its limitations. The preferred approach

is to carry out sensitivity analysis based on comparisons with some baseline system.

When used in this way, and in conjunction with a baseline system that is fairly realistic,

the model can be used to identify the implications of spec/flc modifications to the

baseline assumptions. The analyst can have considerably more confidence in the

sensitivities uncovered by this procedure than he can in the literal predictions of the

model.

42.2 Substantive Conclusions

The ALIGATER model was applied to analyze and evaluate alternative network

strategies for Pan Am Airlines. The results indicate that Pan Am can derive substantial

benefit from strengthened feed into the New York gateway. In addition, establishing a

new gateway at Washington Dulles was found to be economically feasible. If such a

gateway were established, it would not pose a major threat to New York. In the short

run, a few thousand passengers per week would be diverted. In the longer run, however,

the new gateway would weaken the smaller gateways more than New York, resulting in

a traffic level for the latter essentially idemical to that without the Washington gateway.

Generalizations from the one set of runs discussed in this report must be tentative,

pending further scenario testing. However, it appears that New York remains in a very

strong position as a transatlantic gateway. That position derives from two irreplicable

advantages. First, demand between New York and Europe is strong. Second, New York

is well situated in relation to traffic flows between the U.S. and Europe. These

circumstances create strong advantages for airlines who offer transatlantic services from
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the New York gateway. Nothing, short of an economic upheaval that undermines New

York’s local demand base, or a seismic one that alters its geographic location, can make

these advantages disappear.

This does not mean that U.S. gateways other than New York cannot be profitable.

To tile contrary, there may be abundant opportunities for transatlantic gateway

development at other locations. By and large, however, other gateways will not be in

the same league as New York. Consequently, the competition among these other

gateways will be more severe than that between these gateways and New York.

The above findings pertain to current conditions. In the future, demand growth

can be expected to increase the opportunities for direct service, and thereby lessen the

relative size of the pool of connecting passengers for which the various gateways compete.

Additional model runs are required before the importance of this trend can be assessed.

4.3 Recommendations

The methodological and substantiative conclusions discussed above point to

recommendations for future actions which will (1) improve the ability of the Port

Authority to understand the competitive environment in which the New York gateway

operates and (2) use the competitive assets of the New York gateway to their best

advantage.

With regard to the first area, there are several areas in which the ALIGATER

model, could use further improvement. First, the need to improve our understanding of

passenger travel behavior remains. In light of the deficiencies in existing sources of data,

the development of a survey specifically designed to model passenger route choice would

be highly desirable. The Port Authority, with strong existing program in passenger

surve)4ng and pre-eminent role in the international airport system, is well positioned to

launch such an effort. It would also be desirable to relax the assumption of completely

inelastic OD demand in the model. Travelers, after all, decide whether and where to
travel as well as what route to take. Each of these decisions is influenced by air

transport supply, and each should therefore be taken into account in modeling supply-

side behavior.
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A second area in which model improvements would be desirable is in the handling

of airline strategy decisions. The single greatest need is to improve the handling of

domestic feed so that it can at least to some degree become an endogenous variable.

In the extreme, this would require that the model simultaneously consider both domestic

and international networks. As a more practical alternative, it may be desirable to

establ/sh a smaller set of exogenous parameters which can be combined with variables

endogenous to the model to determine feed levels. Additionally, it would be desirable

to improve the manner in which the model handles airlines with multiple gateways so

that services through them can be more effectively coordinated. Finally, if real world

constraints deriving from facility and aircraft fleet limitations and from government

regulation could be incorporated in the model, it would be possible to obtain results

more directly comparable to the real world system. In that event, the ALIGATER

model could be used to generate explicit forecasts rather than to perform sensitivity

analysis on forecasts obtained through other means.

Finally, it is important to acknowledge that, insofar as the transatlantic route

system is influenced by government regulation, the ability to predict the evolution of the

system hinges on the ability to foresee trends in government policy. Clearly, the

procedures for bilateral negotiation and airline designation are in a state of flux.

Efforts to keep abreast of this situation and understand its dynamics may yield

information equally or more valuable than the results generated by the ALIGATER

model

The research needs notwithstanding, it recommended that the Port Authority

conduct extensive tests on the existing ALIGATER model to assess and, as necessary,

modify the substantive conclusions offered above. Assuming that those conclusions are

essentially correct, they indicate that the Port Authority should continue its program of

upgrading airports to support its pre-eminent role as a transatlantic gateway. That

program should take the philosophy that no other North American gateway can compare

to one in New York with adequate facilities. To be adequate, these facilities must allow

airlines to feed their transatIantic flights with domestic ones. If these are provided, there

is every reason to expect that the New York Port Authority, blessed with a huge local
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market and a strategic location, will experience gateway competition more as a spectator

more than a participant.
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AppendLx A

ALIGATER II User’s Guide

A.1 Hardware and Installation

ALIGATER is written for IBM compatible personal computers equipped with 640k

or more RAM. A numeric co-processor should be used, as this will reduce execution

times by a factor of five or more. The program execution usually involves reading and

writing files of 100k or more, making use of a hard disk highly desirable.

The program itself consists of three executable modules and one batch file. These

modules are named GATEROPT.EXE, GATERODG.EXE, GATERSHL.EXE, and

ALIGATER.BAT, and should be instalied in a single directory.

A.2 Program Execution

All ALIGATER runs begin by executing the batch fileo To do this, get into the

directory containing the modules, and type:

ALIGATER

The user is then prompted to select between executing one of the two main

program modules, or ending the session. One module is used to generate an OD table

file for use as input for the second module. The second module optimizes frequencies

of selected airlines, and generates reports describing the state of the system after the

optimizations have been completed.

If the user selects one of the two program modules, execution of that module will

immediately commence. The user will then be prompted to specify names for various

input and output files. These files are discussed below.

The first prompt allows the user to specify a default directory from which input

files are to be read and to which output files are to be written. The user may respond

by typing a valid directory name, <ESC>, or <RETURN>° Either of the latter two

options makes the default directory the current directory (i.e., the directory from which

ALIGATER was typed).

If a valid directory name is entered in response to the default directory prompt,

subsequent input and output file identification prompts will use the specified directory
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as the default. In the name entered is not a valid directory name, a message indicating

this will be given and the default directory prompt will repeated.

The user will then be prompted to specify input and output files. Included with

each prompt is a default name. If the user types <RETURN> without specifying a

filename, the default name is assumed. The used may also reply to these prompts with

the < ESC> key. The result of this option is described in the prompt. Finally, the user

may type any valid pathname in response to the file specification prompts. If a directory

is not specified as part of the path, the default directory is assumed.

If an input file is being specified, existence of the named file is confirmed before

proceeding. If the file is not found, the prompt is repeated.

If an output file is being specified, the program determines whether a file with the

specified pattmame already exists. If a file with the specified name is found, the user

is ad~rised and prompted to specify whether the file is to be overwritten. If overwriting

is not desired, the user is prompted to specify a different output file name.

Once the file names have been specified, program execution proceeds without

further user input. Messages are sent to the screen describing program progress. The

GATERODG messages indicate the number of input itinerary records read and the

number of fare and distance calculations completed. The GATEROPT messages are

identical to records in the change report, described in section A.4.4. The main purpose

of the messages is to re-assure the user that progress is being made. They contain no

information that cannot also be obtained from the output files, so the terminal can be

left unattended during this portion of the program run.

Once execution of the chosen module is completed, the user is again prompted

to choose a module or end the session. The loop continues until the option of ending

the session is exercised.

A.3 Input Files

Before executing the program, the user must prepare a set of input files in

specified formats. These text fries may be created using any text editor programs, so

long as care is taken that the editor creates a standard ASCII file rather than one in
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some special format. To use the program efficiently, the user must become familiar with

the information these files contain, and the options they provide.

In file descriptions presented below, the following conventions are used. Words

typed in capital letters identify fields within the file records. "<n>" is used to indicate

a series of n blank characters.

All ALIGATER input files have one thing in common: their first ten lines are not

read. These lines can be used for identifying or documenting information.

3.1 GATERODG Input Files

The input files for the OD table generation module include:

1. the OD parameter file

2. the point information file

3. the itinerary file

3.1.10D Parameter File

The OD parameter file contains parameters necessary to construct the OD table.

After the ten blank lines the beginning of the file, each subsequent line has the format:

KEYWORD < 1 > VALUE

KEY’WORD is one of five seven character strings which refer to different

parameters used in the program. VALUE is a numeric value.

The line assigns VALUE to the parameter KEYWORD. The

five parameters can be specified in any order. The five keywords

and their definitions are defined below:

MAXSEGS is the maximum number of segments included in the airline

itinerary file. At present, this number is 4.

NOFDAYS is the number of days in the time period covered by the itinerary

file. If itinerary data are quarterly, the number would be 91 or

92. This parameter can also be used to scale up or scale down

the demand levels.
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FARECON

FARELIN

FAREINV

The default name for the O-D parameter file is ODPARAM.INP.

required to run the program, the <ESC> option terminates execution.

is the first of three parameters used to calculate the base one-

way airline fares in each transatlantic market. The base fare is

calculated as:

FARE = FARECON + (FARELINxDIST) + (FAREINV/DIST),

where DIST is the great circle distance between the cities

instatute miles.

is the second of the three parameters used in base airline fare

calculation.

is the third of the three parameters used in base airline fare

calculation.

As this file is

3.1.2 Point Information File

The point information file describes the points that are to be included in the route

system being analyzed. Its records have the format:

PCODE < 1 > LAT < 1 > LON < 1 > FAREFACT < 1 > CCODE < 1 > ATYPE

PCODE is the three-letter code of the point.

LAT is the point’s latitude, expressed as a four or five digit number with no

decimal points. The first two or three digits are the latitude degrees, and

the last two digits are the latitude minutes. Subtropical latitudes are

expressed as negative values. Example: JFK’s latitude would be expressed

as 4038.

LON is the point’s longitude, in the same format as LAT. Eastern latitudes are

expressed as negative values. Example: FRA’s longitude would be

expressed as -0834.

FAREFACT is a factor used to adjust the base fare in markets involving the specified

point. It is a positive real number. If f1 and f2 are the FAREFACT

values for two points, then the fare between the points is the base fare (see

FARECON parameter description above) multiplied by the product of fl

and t2.
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CCODE is the five-character code of the cluster to which the point is to be assigned

for purposes of creating the O-D table. All points assigned to the same

cluster are treated as a single entity in the computed O-D table. CCODE

can be any five-character string, including one with blanks. Note: The term

"cluster"is used throughout this documentation to refer to any set of points that

is treated as a single entity in the frequency optimization program. Specifically,

the term is used even when the "cluster" includes only one actual point.

TYPE

POINTS.INP.

Two CCODE values have a special significance. ’DLPNT (Down Line

Point) indicates that, when an itinerary whose origin is PCODE is

encountered, the program should treat the next point on the itinerary as

the origin. ’DLPNT should be used only with U.S. points. Similarly,

’ULPNT (Up Line Point) indicates that, when an itinerary whose

destination is PCODE is encountered, the program should treat the previous

point on the itinerary as the destination.

is a 1-character code describing the type of cluster assignment. It has two

possible values: ’M’ and ’S’. M indicates an assignment in which two or

more geographically distinct points are begin lumped together. S indicates

an assignment in which a point is clustered with another point which is not

geographically distinct. For example, if ELP and SAT were assigned to the

szme cluster, TYPE would equal M on the lines corresponding to ELP and

SAT. On the other hand, if PAR and CDG are clustered, the associated

TYPE value would be S. If a point is not being clustered with any other

point, or if DLP or ULP is specified, the TYPE value should also be S.

The point information file is required to run the program. Its default name is

< ESC > terminates execution.

3.1.3 Itinerary File

This tie is the data tie supplied by Boeing. U~e the user created ties, it

contz~ns no initial blank lines. Each record has the format:

PCODE < 0 > ALCODE < O >... < 0 > PCODE < 1 > NPAX
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PCOI)E is a three letter airport or city code.

ALCODE is a two letter airline code (not used in ALIGATER).

... is a sequence of up to three additional sets of point codes and amine

codes. If less than three sets are used, the unused fields contain blanks.

NPAX is the number of passengers using the itinerary.

The cm"rent file allows up to four flight segments on a single itinerary. The

progr~m~ can work with longer (or shorter) itineraries, provided they have the same basic

format, and the MAXSEGS parameter is adjusted accordingly°

Additional passengers can be added to the system by adding additional lines to

the itinerary file. For example, to add 1000 passengers to the New York-London market,

the following line could be appended to the end of the file:

NYC < 15 > LON < 1 > 1000

The default name for the itinerary file is ITINER.INP. If < ESC > is typed after

the fire specification prompt, execution is terminated.

3.2 G~TEROPT Input Files

A total of six input files are used by the gateway competition simulation program.

These include:

1. the parameter file

2. the OD table file

3. the airline file

4. the aircraft file

5. the terminal cost file

6. the supply file

3.2,1 Parameter File

The parameter file contains parameters used in the simulation. Its records have

the format:

KEYWORD < 1 > VALUE

KEYWORD is one of fourteen character strings which refer to different parameters used

in the program. These parameters can be listed in any order.
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VALUE is a numeric vatue to be assigned to KEYWORD.

Ten of the fourteen keywords are parameters used in the model used to predict

airline market share. The market share model is of the logit type. Thus, a carrier’s

share of traffic in a specific market is given by:

SHARE, = exp(Vi)/Zexp(Vj),

where V is a measure of the relative attractiveness. V is assumed to be a linear function

of various service attributes. The parameters specify the linear coefficients in that

function. Specifically:

OSCONST is a negative constant that is added to the utility of all one-stop services.

It reflects the attractiveness of such services relative to non-stop services.

TSCONST is a negative constant that is added to the utility of all two-stop services.

It reflects the attractiveness of such services relative to non-stop services.

NS-FREQ is the coefficient which multiplies the log of the weeny frequency of a non-

stop service.

OSMINFQ is the constant term which multiplies the log of the weeny frequency on

the minimum frequency segment used to provide a one-stop service. For

example, if an airline offered 14 flights per week from Omaha to New

York, and 7 flights per week from New York to London, the Omaha-

London serv/ce would include the term OSMINFQxlog(7) in its utili~

function. If New York to London flights were increased to 21 per week,

the utility function would include the term OSMINFQ*log(14). Note: The

user may wish to assume that service utility is only effected by the frequency

on the transatlantic le~ assuming that some connecting service is available to

the beyond point. In that case, OSMINFQ can be set to zero, and all non-

transatlantic frequencies set to 0 (no connecting service) or 1 (connecting

service available).

is the constant term which multiplies the log of the weeny frequency on

the maximum frequency segment used to provide a one-stop service. In the

first of the above examples, the term OSMAXFQxlog(14) would 

included, while in the second example the term would be

OSMAXFQxlog(21).

OSMAXFQ
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TSMINFQ

TSlV[LDFQ

TSM,~XFQ

OSC1RCU

TSCIRCU

Three

frequencies:

ITAFREQ

IICFREQ

MINFREQ

is the same as OSMINFQ, except that it is used in the context of two-stop

services. Thus, it is the minimum of the weeny service frequencies on

three different legs. Note: The procedure described in the discussion of

OSMINFQ may be followed in cases where feed strength is to be neglected.

is the constant term which multiplies the log of the next-to-minimum weeny

frequency value of a two-stop service. Note: The procedure described in the

discussion of OSMINFQ may be followed in cases where feed strength is to

be neglected.

is the constant term which multiplies the log of the maximum weekly

frequency value of a two-stop service.

is the negative constant term which multiplies the circuity of a one-stop

service. Circuity is calculated as the difference between the sum of the

great circle distances along each segment of the itinerary and the great

circle distance between the origin and destination, as measured in nautical

miles.

is the same as OSCIRCU, except that it is used for two-stop services.

of the parameters are default values for initial, maximum, and minimum

is the default initial frequency value assigned to transatlantic segments not

included in the supply file (see discussion of that file below).

is the default initial frequency value assigned to intracontinental segments

not included in the supply file.

is the default maximum allowed frequency allowed on transatlantic segments

to which a maximum frequency value is not explicitly assigned in the supply

file.

is the default minimum allowed frequency allowed on segments to which

a minimum frequency value is not explicitly assigned in the supply file.

.Note: The minimum frequency is actually the minimum non-zero frequency.

For example, if the minimum frequency is 4 and the maximum frequency is

50, the set of allowed frequencies is {x.w = 0 or 4<_x<_50}.
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Note: The default minimum frequency on segments to multi-point clusters is

set at the value of MINFREQ times the number of points in the cluster.

The remaining two parameters are used to determine the length of the desired

simulation.

N-ROUNDS is the number of rounds of optimization desired. A round consists of one

frequency vector optimizafiorts for each airline for which optimization is

indicated (see discussion of airline file below).

NOITERS is the number of iterations used in optimizing a frequency vector. More

than one iteration is required when terminal congestion effects cause

interactions such that the optimum frequency on one segment depends on

the frequency on another segment (see discussion of terminal cost file

below). When terminal capacity constraints are considered unimportant,

NITER should be set to 1.

The default name of the parameter file is PARAMS.INP. It is required to run

the program. If <ESC> is typed after the file specification prompt, execution is

terminated.

B.3.2.20D Table File

The OD table file is created by the module ALIGGOD, so the user need not, in

general, be concerned about it. After the ten initial unread lines, subsequent records

are of the form:

OCODE < 1 > DCODE < 1 > DIST < 1 > PAX < 1 > FARE < 1 > TYPE < 1 > NMKTS

OCODE is a five-letter code indicating the ofiL~n point or point cluster.

DCODE is a five-letter code indicating the destination point or point cluster.

DIST is the great circle distance between OCODE and DCODE, in statute miles.

When OCODE or DCODE is a point duster, DIST is the weighted average

of the great ckcle distances of each of the individual O-D pairs, with

weights determined by the product of the total international passengers

originating or terminating at each pont m the pair.
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PAX

FARE

TYPE

NMKTS

The default name for the OD table input file is ODTABLE.INP.

typed after the file specification prompt, execution is terminated.

is the total weeny directional passenger demand between OCODE and

DCODE. Its value is used only for transatlantic markets. For other

markets it is set to zero.

is the net fare between OCODE and DCODE, in dollars. The net fare is

the difference between the gross fare and the direct costs incurred from

serving an individual passenger, including taxes, food, ticketing, mad baggage

handling. When OCODE or DCODE is a point cluster, FARE, like DIST,

represents a weighted average. Its value is used only for transatlantic

markets. For other markets it is set to 0.

indicates the type of market based on the continent of origin and the

continent of destination. Its possible values are 1, 2, 3, and 4, indicating

U.S. to U.S., U.S. to Europe, Europe to U.S, and Europe to Europe

markets respectively. If the file is generated by the GATERGOD module,

only markets of types 1, 2, and 4 will appear in the file.

is the number of individual markets subsumed by the O-D pair. It is

greater than 1 when the pair includes a point duster that includes

geographically distinct points (see the description of ATYPE in the

description of the point information input file used by the O-D table

generation program).

If <ESC> is

B.3.2.3 Airline File

The amine file identifies and describes the airlines whose competition is to be

simulated. The first ten lines of the file are skipped. Each subsequent line contains

information pertaining to one competing amine. The format is:

ANAME < 1 > GWAY1 < 1 > GWAY2 < 1 > FDCOST < 1 > OPTFLAG

ANA/vIE is the airline name, a 5-character string.

GWAY1 is a five-character code identifying the airline’s primary gateway. For single-

gateway airlines, the primary gateway is the only gateway. For double-

gateway airlines, the primary gateway is the U.S. gateway. The code must
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GWAY2

FDCOST

OPTFLAG

The default name for this file is AIRLINES°INP.

specification prompt, execution is terminated.

match one of the cluster codes. Airlines gateways should not be Iocated

at clusters containing more than one geographically distinct point.

is a five-character code identifying the European gateway if the airline is

a double-gateway amine. If the airline is single-gateway, it is blank.

is the feed cost per passenger mile. It represents the economic cost of

transporting passengers between their ultimate origins and destinations and

the airline’s gateway cities. This cost would be significant in cases where

feed passengers are displacing domestic passengers. If, on the other hand,

the feed flights are underutilized, the feed cost may be close to 0.

indicates whether the airlines frequency vector is to be optimized, or left

at its initial value. A value of 1 indicates optimization, a value of 0

indicates no optimization.

If <ESC> is typed after file

B.3.2.4 Aircraft File

This file contains descriptions of the aircraft available to each airline. Each

record characterizes an aircraft type belonging to a particular airline’s fleet. At least one

type should be included for each competkng airline.

The format of the aircraft file is:

ANAME < I>TNAME< 1> CAP< I>MINR < 1> MAXR< 1> C1 < 1> C2 < 1> C3

ANAME is the airline to be assigned this type, a five-character string.

TNAME is the name of the type, a five character string.

CAP is the seat capaciW of the aircraft.

MINR is the minimum range segment on which the aircraft is to be used, in

statute miles.

MAXR is the maximum range segment on which the aircraft is to be used, in

statute miles. Note: The range variables can be used to reflect the range-

capacity tradeoff for a single aircraft. That type can be represemed as two or
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more types, with each type having the appropriate capacity for a certain range

intervaL

are operating cost coefficients for the type. They are used to computeC1,C2,,C3

operating cost as a function of distance. The formula used is:

COST= C1 + (CV.xDIST) + (C3/DIST)

Where DIST is the great circle distance measured in statute miles. In general, C1 and

C2 are positive, while C3 is negative.

Up to five aircraft can be assigned to an airline, and aircraft with the same names

but different characteristics can be assigned to different airlines. Although ranges and

capacities can be specified to any level of precision, the program rounds ranges down to

a mul:tiple of 100 miles, and capacities for any two aircraft in the same airline’s fleet with

overlapping ranges should differ by more than 50 seats.

Aircraft are assigned to segments on the basis of required seats. The assignment

algorithm assumes that larger aircraft have higher total operating costs and lower unit

operating costs. Even if a required number of seats may be supplied less expensively by

two small aircraft rather than one large one, the latter will nonetheless be used.

Similarly, a larger aircraft could conceivably offer lower costs per flight than a smaller

one, but the latter will nonetheless be used whenever it has adequate capacity. These

situations can be avoided through careful use of the upper and lower stage length limits.

B.3.2.5 Terminal Cost File

This file allows the user to incorporate terminal costs, particularly those involving

capacity constraints, into the competitive process. The first ten lines are not read. The

subsequent lines specify factors used to adjust costs of a specific airline based on its total

number of transatlantic flights per week. The format is:

ANAME < 1 > MINFLTS < 1 > MAXFLTS < 1 > MARGC < 1 > MULTIP

ANAME is the airline whose terminal cost adjustments are being specified.

MINFLTS is the lower bound of the interval of transatlantic flights per week to which

the cost information applies. It must be equal to 1 plus some multiple of

10: 1, 11, etc.
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MAXFLTS is the upper bound of the interval of transatlantic flights per week to which

the cost information applies. It must be some multiple of 10.

MARGC is the marginal terminal cost of a single flight when total flights is between

MINFLTS and MAXFLTS. Equivalently, it is the derivative of the terminal

cost function in this range.

MULTIP is a multipficative adjustment factor, such that the aircraft operating cost

is multiplied by (I+MULTIP) when total transatlantic flights are in the

specified range.

The range of flights per week incorporated in the cost function is 1 to 1000. It

is not necessary to specify these correction factors for an airline, but if they are specified,

they must cover this entire range. Also, the lines for a given amine must be ordered

so that the value of MINFLTS on the first fine is 1, the value of MAXFLTS on the last

line is 1000, and all subsequent records are in ascending order. For example, the

following three sequences are acceptable:

1 900

901 1000

1 1000

1 10

11 50

51 500

501 1000

The terminal cost file is optional. Its default name is TERMINAL.INP. If

<ESC > is typed after the file specification prompt, execution proceeds without terminal

cost adjustments.

B.3.7,.6 Supply File

The supply file is used to specify initial, minimum, and maximum frequencies of

specific segments. The first ten lines are not read. Subsequent fines have the form:

ACODE < 1 > CCODE < 1 > INITFRQ < 1 > MINFRQ < 1 > MAXFRQ
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ACO1-)E

CCODE

INITFRQ

MINFRQ

MAXFRQ

is a five-character string that identifies the airline.

is a five-character string that identifies the terminus of the segment that is

not the airline’s primary gateway.

is the initial frequency on the segment, in flights per week.

is the maximum frequency allowed on the segment, in ~ghts per week.

is the minimum frequency (other than 0) allowed on the segment, in flights

per week.

Frequencies may be specified for both transatlantic and intracontinental segments.

The frequencies on intracontinental segments may be used to reflect feed strength or as

a binary variable indicating the presence or absence of feed (the interpretation should

of course be the same for all airlines in a given run). The MINFRQ and MAXFRQ

values have no significance for intracontinental frequencies, as these are not changed in

the program.

The supply file is optional, and, if used, need include only those segments for

which the default values specified in the parameter input file are not appropriate. If

<ESC> is typed after the file specification prompt, execution proceeds with all initial

frequencies set to the default values. The default name for the supply file is

SUPPLY.INP.

B.4 Output Files

Five different output files can be produced. Two of these are intermediate files

used ial subsequent program executions, while the other three are report files.

B.4.1 OD Table File

This file is output from

competition simulation module.

the OD table generation module and input to

It was discussed in section B.3.2.2.

the

B.4.2 Supply Output File

This Ne has exactly the same format as the supply input file discussed in section

B.3.2.6, It contains the frequencies on each segment after the simulator has carried out

the specified frequency vector optimizafions. It also contains the minimum and maximum
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frequency values based on either the supply input file or the default values. The supply

output file can be used as a supply input file in a subsequent program run. This enables

the user to perform large-scale analyses in an incremental fashion, and facilitates

sensitivity analysis. The default name for this file is SUPPLY2.INP. The user may

prevent creation of this file by pressing <ESC> when prompted for the supply output

file name.

4.30-D Report File

This file comprehensively lists the passenger flow and airline supply information

on a market-by-market basis. It contains one record for each possible routing of each

transatlantic O-D market. The record format is:

CCODE1 < 1 > CCODE2 < 1 > TPAX < t > CCODE3 < 1 > CCODE4 < 1 > ANAME < 1 >

TCODE1 < 1 > TCODE2 < 1 > PCT1 < 1 > FREQ < 1 > SEATS < 1 > MILES < 1 > PAX

CCODE1 is the U.S. origin of the market.

CCODE2 is the European destination of the market.

TPAX is the total weekly eastbound passengers in the market.

CCODE3 is the U.S. gateway for the routing.

CCODE4 is the European gateway for the routing.

ANAME is the airline offering the routing.

TCODE1 is the largest aircraft type used by the airline on the transatlantic leg of the

routing. If the frequency on the transatlantic leg is 0, this field is left

blank.

TCODE2 is the smallest aircraft type used by the airline on the transatlantic leg of

the routing. If less than two aircraft types are used, this field is left blank.

PCT1 is the proportion of flights on the tran.~atlantic segment on which the

aircraft type specified by TCODE1 is used.

FREQ is the weekly service frequency on the transatlantic segment.

SEATS is the weekly seats on the transatlantic service segment.

MILES is the weekly plane-miles flown on the transatlantic service segment.

PAX is the passengers in the specified market using this specific routing.
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The default name for this report is OD.RPT. The user can suppress creating this

report by typing <ESC> when prompted for the file name.

B.4.4 Change Report

The change report summarizes results of the frequency vector optimizations. The

one-line records have the format:

ROLrND < 1 > ITER < 1 > ACODE < 1 > CCODE < 1 > FREQ1 < 1 > FREQ2 < 1 > PROF1

< 1 > PROF2 < 1 > FPCT < 1 > PPCT

ROUND is the round of the optimization.

ITER is the iteration of the optimization.

ACODE is the airline code.

CCODE is the cluster code.

FREQ1 is the frequency value prior to optimization.

FREQ2 is the frequency value after optimization.

PROF1 is the link profit before optimization. The link profit is the difference

between total airline profit and the total airline profit when the frequency

on the link is 0. This is the variable that is maximized in the frequen~

optimization.

PROE2 is the link profit after optimization.

FPCT is the per cent change in frequency resulting from the optimization:

100x(FREQ2-FREO 1 )/FREQ 

PPCT is the per cent change in link profit resulting from the optimization:

100x(PROF2-PROF1)/PROF1.

The change report provides an indication of how close the system is to

equilibrium. When the system is near equilibrium, the changes in frequency and link

profit will be small. The default filename for the change report is CHANGE.RPT.

The user may suppress writing of the file to disk by typing < ESC> when prompted for

the filename. Regardless of whether the change report is written to a file, a change

report record is written to the terminal at the conclusion of each frequency optimization

to provide an indication of the progress of the run.
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B.4.5 Airline Report

This report summarizes the service and traffic of each airline. It contai~ one

record for each airline. The format of the records is:

ACODE < 1 > CCODE < 1 > USPTS < 1 > EUPTS < 1 > TAFLTS < 1 > TASEATS < 1 >

TAPAX < 1 > LFACT < 1 > PCTCON

ACODE is the five-character airline code.

CCODE is the five-character cluster code corresponding to the airline’s gateway. If

the airline is double-gateway, the U.S. gateway is listed.

USPTS is the total number of U.S. points served by the airline (including its

gateway).

EUPTS is the total number of European points served by the airline (including its

gateway).

TAFLTS is the total weeny eastbound transatlantic flights.

TASEATS is the total weekly eastbound transatlantic seats.

TAPAX is the total weekly eastbound transatIantic passengers.

LFACT is the transatlantic load factor.

PCTCON is the percem of TAPAX that are connecting (as opposed to local).

B.4.6 Finance Report

The finance report presents financial results for each airline on each transatlantic

segment it serves. The report also presents summary results for each airline over all the

transatlantic segments it serves. Each record in the report pertains to a specific airline

and to either a specific segment it serves or to the entire segment of transatlantic

segments it serves. The records have the format:

ACODE < 1 > USCODE < 1 > EUCODE < 1 > REV < 1 > COST < 1 > TCOST < 1 > PROFIT

< 1 > SEATS < 1 > TASEATS < 1 > TAPAX < 1 > LFACT

ACODE is the five-character airline code.

USCODE is the five-character cluster code of the U.S. terminus of the segment. If

the record is a summary record, USCODE and the blank space after it are

by the string ’SYSTEM’.
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EUCODE

REV

COST

TCOST

PROFIT

TASEATS

TAP.a~X

LFACT

is the five-character cluster code of the European terminus of the segment.

If the record is a summary record, this string is left blank.

is the weekly revenue generated by the service.

is the weekly cost generated by the service, before any corrections specified

by the terminal cost file.

is the cost correction specified through the terminal cost file.

is the weekly profit, REV - COST - TCOST.

is the weekly transatlantic seats provided on the segment.

is the weekly transatlantic passengers carried on the segment.

is the load factor on the segment.
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Appendix B

Estimation of Model Parameters

B.1 Introduction

This appendix documents the parameter values used in the sample ALIGATER

application described in Chapter 3.

B.2 Aircraft Characteristics

B~,.1 Cost Data

A model that predicts aircraft operating costs is an essential component of

ALIGATER. The model must predict the cost, C, incurred by airline i for operating a

aircraft type j as a function of stage length, SL. The costs of aircraft operation generally

fall into two categories: block-hour costs and departure costs. To develop the required

model, a model that predicts block-hours as a function of stage length was first estimated.

The block-hour model was then combined with published and estimated cost data to

obtain the cost model used in ALIGATER.

B.2.L1 Block-Hour Model

To develop the block-hour model, flight information was coUected from the

International Official AirIine Guide and used to estimate a relationship between time,

distance, and aircraft type. Flight data, including city pairs, airlines, flight times, and

aircraft types, were obtained from the International Official Airline Guide for August

1985.

It was found that there is no consistent pattern of flight time variation among

airlines. The observations were thus grouped according to aircraft type. The four types

are the B747, L1011, B767, and the DC10.

Flight times were calculated for each direction of flight, (US-EUR and EUR-US),

and averaged. This procedure produces the best time-distance relationship and allows

for headwind effects, which may cause the time on each direction of a flight to vary

significantly.
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The city pairs considered include fifteen US and nine European points. This set

was fi~rther narrowed by only considering city pairs with non-stop, direct service. This

resulted in forty-seven intercontinental city pairs and almost one-hundred different

observations, including differing aircraft types and airlines.

The intercontinental observations were augmented with data for several domestic

city-pairs with shorter distances. These data were added in order to obtain a model with

validity over a greater range of stage lengths.

Specific city pair observations were selected according to the following guidelines.

Observations for the B767 and the L1011 were bruited and never more than one airline

served each city pair directly. If more than one flight time existed for an airline for a

city pair the one with the most easily calculated block hours were used. This is

acceptable because the vast majority of total block hours for one airhne for one city pair

are identical or very close. Only a few city pairs were served directly by more than one

airIine, using the DC10. The additional observations were of foreign carriers, and

seemed to vary significantly from the rest of the data. Thus, only domestic DC10

observations were used in the analysis.

Unlike the other aircraft types, the B747 had many observations and several

airlines providing direct service to a number of city pairs. Observations were collected

for Pan Am, Trans World, "Other-Domestic," and "Foreign." Most of the differing

airline observations for a city pair were within 5-10 minutes of each other; a few varied

by 15-25 minutes. AU observations for each city pair were averaged to provide one

working block hour figure.

The distance data required for the analysis was obtained from the IATA Air

Distances Manual.

:the models estimated had the form:

T = k + aD1 + bD2 + cD3 + d/D1

Where T is the time in block hours for a round trip flight between a city pair.

D1 is the distance (nm) for a round trip

flight between a city pair.

D2 is the distance (nm) for a round trip
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flight between a city pair if using a

767, otherwise it is 0.

D3 is the distance (nm) for a round trip

flight between a city pair if using a

DC10, otherwise it is 0.

k,a,b,c,d are parameters to be estimated.

The B767 and DC10 dummy variables reflect the slightly greater times for these

aircraft. It was found that B747 and the L1011 aircraft did not have systematic time

differences.

The estimation results are summarized in Exhibit B-Io All parameter estimates

were found to be statistically significant at the .01 level. The R Squared indicates that

the model fits the data well. The k estimate suggests that the terminal time for a flight

is approximately 70 minutes, while the a estimate implies a cruising speed of 500

m/hour. According to the b and c estimates, a B767 is 2-3 per cent slower, and a

DC10 about 1 per cent slower, than a B747 or L1011 aircraft. Finally, the effect of the

d estimate is to reduce the time for a 500 mile flight by about 20 minutes and the time

for a 5000 mile flight by about 2 minutes. This result probably reflects the fact that

shorter flights tend to have shorter terminal times.

Exhibit B-1. Summary of Block-Hour Model Results

Statistic Value

k Estimate 1.22

a Estimate 0.0020

b Estimate (xl04) 0.53

c Estimate (xl05) 1.59

d Estimate -190.00

R Squared .996

F Test 3789.00

No. of Observations 68
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B,2.2.2 Cost Data

Sources of aircraft cost data used in ALIGATER are summarized in Exhibit B-

2. Form 41 data was used to provide the direct operating expenses per block hour.

Each airline reports extensive cost data for each aircraft type and for each of its

divisions, e.g. Atlantic routes, as part of Form 41. Data was compiled for all of 1986

and the first two quarters of 1987o This provided a good representation of the most

recem: data while avoiding undue influence of any unusual quarter.

Operating expense data allocated on a per departure basis and fright attendant

expense per block hour were unavailable through Form 41 records° These data were

obtained from the 1983 Civil Aeronautics Board Large Aircraft Costing Inputs Report.

The per departure costs included items such as line servicing expense and landing fees.

Expense per flight attendant per block hour is provided as well as the average number

of flight attendants on each aircraft type for each system of each airline.

Exhibit B-2.
Information Sources Used to Estimate Airline Costs

Expense Item Varies With Source

Total flight operations
Flight equipment maintenance
Parts obsolescence & deterioration
Hight equipment depreciation
Amortization expense
Maintenance equip depreciation
Aircraft serving control expense
Flighl: attendant expense
Aircraft line servicing expense
Landing fees
Ground property and equipment
Depreciation ground prop and equip
Capital Cost

block hour Form 41
block hour Form 41
block hour Form 41
block hour Form 41
block hour Form 41
block hour Form 41
block hour Costing Inputs
block hour Costing Inputs
departure Costing Inputs
departure Costing Inputs
departure Costing Inputs
departure Costing Inputs
block hour Authors’estimates

No amine operated all four types of aircraft in transatlantic service. Costs for

the B747, B767, and L1011 are based on reports of TWA, while costs for the DC10

come from American Airlines. For the purposes of the illustration presented in Chapter
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3, two types--the B747 and B767--were considered sufficient. However, published cost

information for the L1011 and DC10 is also be presented here.

As a finn cost element, it was necessary to include the capital cost of owning the

aircraft. To calculate capital costs exactly, it would be necessary to determine the

average market value of the aircraft, the average annual block-hours per aircraft, and the

appropriate interest rate. These data were unavailable, necessitating that estimates be

used in their place. The market value for both the B747 and B767 was assumed to be

$30,000,000. This parity implies that the greater intrinsic value of the B747 is offset by

its greater average age and relative scarcity of the B767. The average annual utilization

of both types was assumed to be 4000 block-hours, and the interest rate used was i5 per

cent. This implies a capital cost of $1125 per block hour. Capital costs for the DC10

and L1011 were not estimated, because they are not considered in the illustration model

runs.

Block hour and departure costs for the four aircraft types are summarized in

Exhibit B-3 and B-4 respectively.
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Next, the block hour equation is multiplied by the B767 costs per block hour to

obtain an equation for block hour costs, BHC:

BHC = 4336° (1.22 + 0.0018. SL - 219/SL)

BHC = 5290 + 7.80. SL- 950000/SL

Finally, the total cost, TC, is obtained by adding the departure cost, DC, to BHC.

TC = BHC + DC

TC = 5290 + 7.80. SL - 950000/SL + 2095

TC = 7385 + 7.80. SL- 950000/SL

These results are very close to the parameters used for the B767 in the runs

descr/bed in Chapter 3. The slight discrepancies are the result of round-off errors.

B.2.2 Aircraft Range and Capacity Data

The aircraft capacity data are based on the average available seats per aircraft

mile as reported under Form 41. The B747 value is that reported by TWA for

transatlantic operations in the year 1984, the last year for which published data are

available° The B767 capacity is based on TWA’s domestic operations because no

transatlantic data were available for this type.

The aircraft range data were obtained from Jane’s All the World’s Aircraft.

Aircraft configurations most commonly used in transatlantic service were assumed.

B.3 Choice Model Parameters

The choice model parameters were based on results of the ALIGATER Phase I

study, analyses of domestic route choice, and judgement of the researchers and Port

AuthoI~ty staff. The following sections explain the basis for the individual parameter

values used.

B.3.1 Frequency Parameters

The frequency parameters reflect the relationship between market share and

transatlantic service frequency. Frequency is introduced into the logit model (see

Chapter 2) in logarithmic form. This implies that if two otherwise identical services have

frequencies V1 and Va, the ratio of their market shares will be:
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MS1/MS2 = exp(aln(V1))/exp(aln(V2))
MS1/MS2 = (V1/V2)~

In words, the use of the logarithmic form implies that the ratio of market shares

will depend on the ratio of the frequencies.

For non-stop service, the value of a is assumed to be 1.0. This is consistent with

the airline local share model developed in the Phase I study. It is also the intuitively

most reasonable value, because it implies that the ratio of the market shares just equals

the ratio of the frequencies. Studies of domestic airline passenger choice have obtained

estimates of ~ somewhat greater than 1.0, a phenomenon known as the S-curve effect.

However, it is reasonable to assume that transatlantic passengers are somewhat less

sensitive to service frequency than domestic passengers.

For one-stop service, the value of c, is assumed to be 0.5, and for two-stop

service, it is assumed to be 0.25. These values are lower than that for non-stop service

because for connecting services the importance of the timing of flights increases relative

to the number of flights. Logarithmic frequency terms were not used in the Phase I

study, so it was not possible to use the Phase I results to define these parameters.

However, Hansen (1988) used a model of same form in analyzing market shares 

competing hubs in domestic markets. He finds a value of 0.78 for the minimum

frequency and 0.33 for the maximum frequency on the two segments used to provide the

hubbed service. The value of 0.5 lies roughly midway between these values. Market

shares of two-stop services have not been analyzed in the literature. The assumed value

of 0.25 is based on the expectation that as the number of stops increases, the importance

of transatlantic frequency will continue to diminish.

B.32 Circuity Parameters

The circuity parameters for one- and two-stop service are both set to -0.001. This

implies if the circuities of two otherwise identical services differed by 1000 miles, the

more circuitous service would have a market share of l/e, or 37 per cent, times that of

the other service.

Previous estimates of the circuity parameter in domestic passenger travel include

-0.003 by Hansen (1988) and -0.002 by KanafarA and Ghobrial (1984). It is likely 
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Exhibit B-3.

Block Hour Costs for Aircraft Used in Transatlantic Service

Cost Item

B747 B767 L1011 DC10

(TWA) (TWA) (TWA) (American)

Flight Operations

Maintenance

Obsolescence/Deterioration
Depreciation Flight Equipment

Amortization

Depreciation Maintenance Equipment

Aircraft Servicing

Flight Attendants

Total Non-Capital

Capital

Total Block

Hour Costs

$2591. $1464. $2390. $2211.

1489. 316. 513. 544.

-60. 37. 0. 15.

602. 624. 374. 190.

84. 0. 235. 47.

18. 4. 6. 5.

239. 174. 226. 315.

1086. 592. 888. 558.

6030. 3211. 2925. 3884.

1125. 1125. NA NA

$7155. $4336 NA NA

Source:s, Non-capital Costs: See Table Bo2. B747, B767, and L1011 data are from TWA

transatlantic operations. DC10 data are from American transatlantic operations. Form

41 data are averages over six quarters from Winter, 1986 through Spring, 1987. Costing

Inputs date are for year 1983.

Source, Capital Cost: Authors’ estimate (see above discussion).

NA--Not Available.

Note: Numbers may not match totals due to rounding.
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Cost Item

Exhibit B-4.

Departure Costs for Aircraft Used in Transatlantic Service

B747 B767 L1011

(TWA) (TWA) (TWA)

DC10

(Lndustry)

Servicing-Line

Servicing-Landing Fees

Maintenance-Ground

Property and Equipment

Depreciation-Ground

Property and Equipment

Total Departure

Costs

$1482. $626. $897. $2193.

1494. 715. 948. 1046.

959. 405. 581. 224.

823. 348. 498. 448.

$4758. $2095. $2925. $3911.

Source: Civil Aeronautics Board, Large Aircraft Costing Inputs, 1983. All data based on

transatlantic route operations. B747, B767, and L1011 data are for TWA operations,

DC10 data are industry averages. B767 data are estimated from TWA domestic data.

The 767 data were corrected by multiplying each expense item by the ratio of

transatlantic and domestic values of that item for TWA B747 operations.

Note: Numbers may not match totals due to rounding.

B.2.2.3 Derivation of Cost Model Parameters

The final step in developing the ALIGATER aircraft operating cost model was

to combine the block hour model and the cost data to obtain a model which predicts the

total cost of operating an aircraft as a function of stage length, SL, measured in statute

miles. To iIIustrate the procedure, the case of the B767 is used. First, the block hour

model parameters for the B767 are changed to reflect statute miles:

T = 1.22 + 0.0020. SL + 0.000053. SL- 190/SL (SL in NM)

T = 1.22 + 0.0021-(SL/1.151) - 190/(SL/1.15I) (SL in 

T = 1.22 + 0.0018-SL - 219/SL (SL in SM)
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in transcontinental markets passenger sensitivity to circuity is significantly less because of

the longer total travel times involved and the fact that a higher proportion of

transcontinental travel is for leisure.

B.3.3 Service Type Parameters

The parameters for one-stop and two-stop service are respectively -3.0 and -6.0.

These imply that a one-stop service would attain a market share of about 5 per cent that

of a non-stop service, ceterus parabus, and that a similar relationship would hold between

the market shares of two-stop and one-stop services. The one-stop parameter is the

result obtained by Hansen (1988) for domestic passenger travel. It is also consistent with

the gateway local share model developed in the Phase I study.

There is less basis for the two-stop service parameter. The estimate used is

simply an extrapolation of the one-stop parameter, based on the assumption that the

detraction from service attractiveness of the second stop is the same as that for the first

stop.

B.4 Fare Parameter

The (one-way) fares used in the illustration ALIGATER runs are assumed to 

$0.07 times the great circle distance between origin and destination in statute miles. To

obtain this estimate, yields per passenger-mile of U.S. airline transatlantic services were

obtained for the second and third quarters of 1987. The yield data were found to fall

in $0.08 to $0.09 range with the exception of that for Continental, whose yields were

considerably lower and therefore excluded from the analysis. The mean values of the

other yield figures was found to be $0.088. No correlation between yield and average

passenger trip length was found, suggesting that the approximation of fare as a simple

multiple of distance is reasonable. The $0.088 figure was then reduced to reflect

passenger service costs, such as food, in-flight services, sales, and ticketing. The service

cost data were obtained from the CAB Large Aircraft Costing Inputs Report. Some of

the costs vary with passenger-miles, others with passenger block-hours, and others with

enplanements. Therefore, unlike the yield, passenger service costs are not perfectly linear

with trip length. The net yields resulting from subtracting passenger service costs from
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total yields were found to vary from $0.066 for a 3000 mile trip to $0.071 for a 5000

mile trip. This range of variation was considered to be sufficiently narrow to be

adequately approximated throughout the range of relevant distances by the chosen value

of $0.07.

B.5 Feed Cost Parameter

The feed cost parameter used is $0.07 per passenger-mile. This value is based

on the average cost per available seat-mile for U.S. domestic majors in 1987. The

rationale for equating the feed cost to available seat-mile cost is based on the assumption

that the domestic system is in economic equilibrium. In that case, the value of a

domestic seat-mile to an airline--in other words, the revenue it is expected to generate-

-should be equal to its cost. When a seat-mile is used for international feed service,

there is an opportunity cost resulting from the inability to use that seat-mile to generate

revenue in domestic service. According to this argument, that opportunity cost should

equal the average cost per available seat-mile.

The above argument holds in the aggregate. In fact, the cost of using a particular

seat-mile to transport an international feed depends of how that seat-mile would

otherwise be used. If it would otherwise be empty, then the feed cost is close to zero,

whereas if the seat would be otherwise used for a flxll fare passenger the feed cost may

be well over $0.10 per passenger-mile. The assumed value of $0.07 per passenger-mile

reflects a weighted average of these different possible circumstances.
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